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- PREFACE

This report came into,6-eing as a result ofa
Teacher Corps Project conducted through.Texas A &-,f
University in cooperation with South'Texas.
school districts who.ppened-their,dooxs to the in=
terns.

This is ,not -a- technical -or scientific report
to be viewed with criti_cal,,eyeb. It is an honest
and_sincere-effort, on the of those Who°contri-
buted,'to-presett.to teachersTind-Ito,those_indiv tsidual
interested in the education of ecdnomically and.educa-
tiOnally deprived children, methods, ,procedures and
materials fOund useful by the 'authors of tilis'repOrt.
We-trust that you Will read this report within this
realth of.thinking.

Many of the themes than find expression through-
. out this report are the result of lively discussions
en the _part of the corpsmen_in a.graduate research

.

course, from which this report took--shape.

We would like to-express our gratitudeto the
Teacher_Corps Project at the National level for making
the program possible. Thanks are also due the Corpus
christi'Independent-,School-District in Corpus Christi,
Xexas, East Central Independent School District in
-San Antonio, Texas, Bqn Bolt-Palito Blanco-Independent
School. District In Ben Bolt", Texas, and Rio' Grande
Independent School District in Rio Grande City', Texat,
for'providing our interns with a place to teach and to
work. We are e-especially indebted to Dr. W:Ployd
Elliott, who originally applied- for and, received.-ap-
proval for the Teacher Corps Project here at Texas
A & I University. And, I.would like_to pay special
tribute tp Mrs, Margie BSfup, who, co-edited and typed -
this final repo'et.

0



FORWARD
ca.

The National-Teacher Corps procram was created

. __by
,
Title V-B of the Higher Education Act of 1965. On

a
June 29, 1967,*the Education Professions Act amended

and extended the Teacher-Corps program for three years

_

with-R4ohard A. -Zraham acting a's National Director.

The Teacher Corp's goal is three-fold: (1) To
P

.Strengthen educational opportuni.ties for children

reds with concentrations of low-income families; (2) to

attract and 'prepare perstris to become teachers in such

areas-through coorditmtVd- work-study experiences; and,

(3) to encourage colleges and universities, schools and

state departments of-education to work together to broad-

en and:improve their tea9ler-edliCation programs.

Universities and local educational agencies, to-
.

.gether'with,;state depart rents bf education and represent-
.

atives of'the povElty-commian-i.tn__Yorked cooperatively to
/'

deverbsea upified.proposal fOr teacher education-and-sei-

vice to disadvahtaged students.

Upon'acceptance of the proposal, and through the

National Office of the_Teacher Corps in Washington, D. C.

and the state education agency, the universities began
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pre-service training, lasting from eight to thirteen weeks.
A

,At the end of this period of training, the Corps members

began a two year workand study' tour in poverty schools and

communities.. Pert of eaci week was spent working directly

with deprived children in the corpsman's assigned school-.

district. -Theremainder-of the week was spent studying at

the university, to obtain a'.- teaching certification and a

Master's degree.

Throughout this...internship, the corpSmen partici-'

pated in programs of...community action and service in their

school _neighborhoods in,addition to instructing education--

ally deprived children in'the-schools themelves. However,
a

the corpsmen do not supplant existing staff and/services,
.

they supplement them.
. . -

. . -- , . .

More crucially and specifically, the Teacher Corps

is the cOnfrontation'of the fact of poverty and, Vle'lxisiglit'
..

to do something about it - socially and educationally.

iii
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INTRODUCTION

or.

.10.0000

The basic pUiPose of this report is to present

to teachers and to individuals interested in the educa-

tion,,of economically and educationally deprived childfen,

spetif.ically in South Tejcas, methods, procedures, and .ma-

terials,found'useful by the dembers-of'-the Teacher Corps.

DescriptiYe information about the children arid the com-.

munities in which they live-are included to provide a

basis for the developmen'tU, deeper, understanding ins,

working with similarly deprived children.

A

We"rdalized that at the end of the first cycle of

the Teacher. Corps prolgxam most of the interns would be

leaving-this area and returning to their-various home a-
;

reas and that what they had learned through their parti-

.cular endeavors during the previous. two%?years,would be

somewhat lost to our immediate area. This prompted us

to'assemble many of the collected thoughts and practices

that the corpsmen had found to. be practical and mseful

and which in turn furnished us with a more perceptive

view of the children with whom they Worked; a view the

corpsmen had developed through eipathp and daily involve-

ment with the.students.

O
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This feport is divided into two major sections.

The first sectioncontains a general introduction to

the subject, problem and purpose of the report including

community des criptions and, student characteristics . The

second section consists majorly of suggested 'methods,

procedures and materials for workin(21til

p;rived children.

At the onset of this study, a babic outline for
.

the report' was agreed upon And each Of the corpsmen be-
,

.. gan to.dcintribute from their' experiences `to each report
a&le v

division. In effect, the entire repoit is "a compilation.
- .'.

..
.

df the endeavors and encounters of the'corpsmen:in th6"ir .' -,o

work.

We ask that you do not read this report through

si
critical or skeptical eyes, but with the understandieng

that the contents represent, a since pnd honest effort
a

-

to make known spedifics concerning involvement in de-

.-prived areas .and with the 'hope that the information pre- .
o

seated will benefit, someone, somewhere', who may encounter

like circumstances, conditions, andjor_stqents.
.

As university people and as _local

tricts, we were fortunate- to-II-a-re-been eXposed to the
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Teacher Corps idea and to -the young people the program

,brought to work and to learn in our area.

The Teacher Corpsmen and their assigned school

districts were as hollows:

. Norman Dale Hixon . . . Corpus Christi Independent
School District; Corpus
Christi, Texas.

Alberto-Huerta ,,Corpus Christi Independent
'School' District, Corpus

Christi, Texas.
Ina Sue Hirsch COrpus Christi independent

School District, Corpus
Christi, Texas.

John Joseph SiheehinvJr. . Corpus Christi Independent
School District, Corpus
Christi, Texas.

Isaac Cardenas

Peter Cole Silva

. . Ben Bolt-Palito Blanco Con-
, solidated Independent School.

District, Ben Bolt,. Texas.

. Ben Bolt-Palito Blanco Con- l

solidated Independent School
Diitrict, °Ben Bolt.,Texas.

Carol Lee Hubert . . Rio .Grande City .Consolidated
Independent School District,
Rio Grande City, Texas.

'Thomas Jaies Eickhorn . . Rio Grande City Consolidatef
Iridependent School District,
Rio.grande City, Texas.

Richard Eierett Bohn . Rio Grande City'Consolidated
'Independent School District,
Rip Grande city, Texas.

Lattrell Johnson . . East Central Independent'School
District, San Antonio Texas.

- 3
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A

A minimal, a_iount of interpretive text will be in-

cluded in (..--..der to make the information assembled more

useable anC more versatile in individual interpretation

and application. a

,Some of the serious results of economic and ed-

ucational deprivation may be beneficially examined for

the purposes of. this report.

a

11
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Individuals ic) deprived are often a source of

ins - tab -ility in society as evidenced by their high crime

rates and by. their-, participation in socio-political or-

ganizaticins and' iovements that often fo-s-ter

/en:e. Unable to achieve even an average economic

level, there is--a tendency' for these peoples extreme

= economic- deprivation- -to induce-feelings of apathy- that

:dne.,turn lead .to political and-civic inaction and to
A3a

- -

-.the out-migration of young adults ..in large numbers °-
.-----.:

conditions ihat lead to-futiler economic and cultural
:`. - -

deter 2totatioli-of thecimmunity,- -There-is 'often- con--
- .4. t`

siaerableunemolOymetit among such persons and econo-;
.:3-s, r - ,i 4 . . .,.-,.... 1. - -

s . -...., - r----- -------7"- hisi.-"Ir-ave -Fin -te-il._auk ___tiikt with little income the po-...
I 1 , . . e-ri'''. 4

1 1
1:1-

. tentia gross national product suffers'while at the
;- -.'.. I : -

"--tzt
.,.

_ 1 ... _
Bittner4 Egon; "Radicalism and the Organization..i' "-i

7.

of Radical Motiementii";--American Sociological JRevi'ew; vol.
28,'(December$ 1913), pp. 928-940. Algo see, Seymour
Upset, Pot ical Man;New York: Doubleday, 1960, and
"James-F. Short, et-. al.., "Opportunities, Gang Membership,
and Delinquency," American Socidlogi-d-aa Review, -vol: 30,-
-(February, 1965) 667,

:

2
Copp; James,H., "The People -in Stable and.De-

clining Town-Couttry,-Communities,". Paper -read at the
Northeast Conference-on the Rural Non -Farm Population,
Gettysburg, Penn., June, 1..-961.,0 ti

.4
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same time support programs for poor people and for the

unemployed necessitate a heavy drain.on the tax-income

while contributing little to it.
1-

. To be poor is'not only to suffer-physically from4y-

_lack of adequate housing-, clothing, ana priiper and suf.-

ficient food; it is also true that seriousillnesses of

every nature are more prevalent among the poor.
2
-Psy-

.,

chological effects of economic and educational depriva-

tion must also be-consiaered- - stifled ambitions and.0 .

.. -. 1.
. _

_

hopes, feelin4e of deprivation and-social inferiority, -

-

and-a.fatalistic.outlook on life, a major factor in per-''

petuating conditions of deprivation on all levels, are

direct_resultants of such conditions. The social stigmae

associated with being poor often-1- to ecological and

'social_ segregation and the automatic assumption of

1
. Reuther, Walter, "The Rich Get Richer," state-

ment of Hearings on the Economic_Act of 1964, Subcom-
mittee on the War on Poverty, Committee on Education
and Labor, House -of Representatives, 38th Congress, 2nd
Session, April'9, 1964, pp.437-438;. Also see'Leon H.
Keyserling-v-Progress-----or-Poverty:--The-D-w-t-. At The
Crossroads, Washington: Conference on Economid Progress,
December, 1964, pp. 87-98.

2
Statistics on illnesses and the poor are-pre-

sented in respectively, Dwight McDOnald, "Physical and
Mental' Illness and the Medical Care o.f the Poor," from

- Our Invisible Poor, New York: Sidney Hillman-Foundation,
1963, pp. 11-18; A.__ B. Hollingshead and F. C. Redlick,
Social Class and 'Mental Illness, New York: Wiley, 19.58;

-end, Leon H. Keyserling, 22... 'cit. , pp. 66-70.

- 7 -
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.
_subordinate role in contacts with others in the com2\

munity.

These condiltions are usually self-perpetuating

through -attitudes and circumstances carried on from one

generation to the next. The fact becomes obviously, and

tragipaLly evident that the greatest consequence to bdth

the-indiviAmal-and to society is the waste of human po-

tehtfual experienced as a result of the inability of

soclety to adequately utilize the human resources at

1- .its disposal 'for its own benefit:

EXTENT 05 ECONOMIC DEPRIVATION IN SOUTH TEXAS

*, One current indiciibr of economipdeprivation, or

poverty, in our country'- is an annual family income-'of less

than-S-3-(000.-- According to the 1960 United Stated Census . '2'... .

. °

1 .

1
W. Ketinedy Upham and David E. Wright, Poverty

Among Spanish Americans in Texas:' tb-w-Income Families
.in a Minority Group, Departmental Information Report
66-2, Texas Agricultural Experiment Station, Texas
A *.s M VniVersity,'September, 1966.

2
The definitions of family and family income used

in the U. S. Census_ of Population in 1960 are as follows:
"A family consists of two or Moripersons living-in the
saMe'holisehold who are related to each other by blood,
marriage, or adoption . . ." and ". . .family income is
.as 'the combined incomes of al memberl'6f each faMily

treated-As a single amount. . ." For further details see
"Introdu6tion ", U. S. Census of Population: 1960, vol. 1,
'part 1,- ,- _United States Summary; Washington: -Government
Printing-office, 1964.

- 8 -
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Report, Texas had 270,438 families with Spanish surnames.

Of these family units bearing.Spani.h.surnames., 139,663

had.annual family incomes below.$3,000 - nearly fifty-.

two percent of them.

The incidenceof pdverty and the magnitiide of
.

deprivation varies from one region to another, as would

be expected,- followinga regional pattern of increasing
.

levels as.one moves from urban-to rural nbn.--fart- and

= -
- finally to 'rural farm-areas. Nearly all of-the ,couritios_

- having extreme levels .of economic deprivation are son-

fined to the South Texas. area; the most severe-poverty

levels existing in the southern portion of the state.

That poverty anceducational deprivation are more presi-

ing problems for-rural families than for urban families
. -

is also obvious. Among ruraLnlon-farm and-rural farm
-families the poverty rates may be as elevated as-67-75

1
percent, _respe_ctively--____

Rural Mexican-Americans constitute a distinctly.
+

--

disadvantaged group which. cannot help but b'e a handicap

to the state both educationally and socially unless ex-

'isting conditions can be corrected.

1
Upham and Wright, op. cit., p. 17.

O
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As pointed out earlier tn.this report, one of

.-the most important factors in determining who will be

poor is education. - or the lacksof education.

creasing educationakopportunities.for the poor is un-

questionably our prime weapon against deprivation in

all forms and at all levels.

COMMUNITY DESCRIPTIONS :

Since the extent of deprivation on both a social

and an educational level does vary from one region to
. -

another, brief descriptions of the communities -,in which

the members of the Teacher Corps -worked%are included in

this report. -.These.simple descriptions show to, some

degree the patterns o.varyipgmagnitude obf deprivation
, -

that exist within- the communitiee. The communities 4e-,-.-
scribedare.pattiCularly significant tfecause they re-

present both rural aridfirb-h-centers,

CORPUS .CHRISTI COMMUNITY

-

'Corpus Chri§ti is located.in Nueces county, Texas,

-a southern Gulf Cbast area.of eight hundred thirty=eight

square m -iles -with a pOpUlatidn_of 221,573,- as_compiled.

in the 1960 census, of whial 58,000 or twenty percent

- 10 -
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have annual family incomes of less _than $3,000. Eight-

een percent of.these families have an annual income- of

tless than'$2,006. Corpus plxisti is a metropolitan

area with a population of 90000. Major induserieS

are petroleuth and related products, chemical shipping,

agriculture; recreation and tourism.

The,Teacher Corps. had interns assigned to two.

junior high schools in Corpus Christi; Ella Barnes

Junior High School and Wynn Seale Junior High School.

The two- schools involved in the project are locate4 in
.

the "target area" or the area of.special need. _Approxi-,

1,

mately ninty-five percent of the familied in the school

areas are Mexican7-American and more than eighty percent°

of the school's Student body comes 'from families with
.

an income of less than $3,00.0.

RIO GRANDE-CITY COMMUNITY.

The Rio Grande City Consolidated Independent School

District is the largest single employer in Rio Grande City,

cnmmunity on_th".e_R4o_Grande River in Starr
._(

County,. Texas. Rio .Grande City is the center of the agri-
.

-culturally rich Starr County and has a population of approxi-

--mately six. thousand. ,The 4ealtP of the-county, however, is

felt by only a few of til.o residents. Well over half of --the'

-L 11 .7.-
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families in Rio Grande City earn their Living on one of

the many farms in the area.

Thete are nine schoo.Ls in the system with a total

en-rolTlient of 4,062A.n grades one through twelve'. Accott-

ing to .the Un,,ited States Census, fifty-eight percent of

the children in the school district come from low-income

'4am-i-lie-___The_percentag'e of Mexican-American children'
-

in-each schbol varies from sixty to one hundred percent:

,
BEN BOLTPALITO BLANCO'COMMUNITi

The community-ofBen"Bolt, approximately four

hundred in population and the community of Palito.BIanCo,

approximately two hundred in population, are rural towns-
--

locatedNin agricultural °Jim Weirs County, Texas. The Ben

Bolt-PalitO Blanco Independent School Districtis
. .

com-

. posed of two echools. The schools are eleven miles apart,
- -

An elementaryachool in.the.Palito-Blanco community con?.

-sists of grates one .through-fav-while the .other, located

in the' Ben-Bolt community, is a combined elementary ant
_- -.

. .

high school consisting of grades five through twelve.
- ;

i
. .

_Both of the communities are in an agricuftural

area and the great majority of the students`come---1-rom____,_

homes in which one or both Of the parents work,in.the

fiefts:- Ninety- .eight percent o the students are

can-American. The median edlAtIonal-level of both' of

-- 12 -
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the communities 4...5 years; almost half of the adult

popUlaton has leis thin an eight g e education and-

fifty percent of the students leave scho

uating from-high school.

EAST CENTRAL COMMUNITY

before grad-

East Central Independent-School District is 1,

dated fifteen "miles -east of urban San Antonio.,
_
it .1,,s

.
_

a rural school district and takes in, approximately one

hundred fifty square miles. The community has three ele-

mentary schools: Harmony, John Glenn and Saladeeach

composing grades-One through r is .alsosix. Thee i.also one jun-

for high school consisting of grades seven and eight and

one high school consisting of grades nine through 'twelve.

°All of these schoois are overcrowddd and understaffed.

Eaph of the three-e7l'ementary schools has an enrollment

. of between four hundred and six hundred students.

The'major industry in the community is agriculture

and the majority of the peopledarn'their income from' the

surrounding farms. The community is made up of a mixture

nationals - Negro, Polish,. German, Mexican and Anglo;-

theNadtman'and Polish people comprising the majority
_

-groups. the average.income of afamily of six is.approxi-
N.-,

.mately $2.,5.00 $3,009 annually.

-



CHARACTERISTICS OF DEPRIVED CHILDREN

Long before they reach.school agej.most children
., q: -

, . .begin an informal bu,tt vital education. The mother shows
....;

.

her cild pictures, pointing out objects and calling .them

by name. She reads to him, ,sings songs with- him and

games with him, allowing the child to comment and

to express himself freely. She Its.tsps patiently to his

, questions and- answers them seriously. The child is en-'

an-ato build with blocks an-aFit"ffe'r--t-o-rs-et-e-=-ba--c"cin,:__._

structive and to be creative.

o

Mother and child may watch a steamshovel at work

in the street as .the mother explains how.it.works and

what it is 4oing. In the' supermarket, the mothers of

most little children will encourage them to help her.

She helps the child notice and recognize what printed...

brand names look like and perhaps encourages him to find

his favorite cereal by himself. The USua child may b

taught to print his name and toredognize many of .the

letters of.the alphabet even before he enters the first

grade. Through such ordinary things as an excursion in

the family car," the child huids a reservoir of experi-
C

ences and knowledge which helps his world to grow wider

--14-
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and more'meaningful to him and upon which his formal:ed-

ucation will be built and his knowledge expanded:

This is not true in the home of a deprived child.

Characteristics of deprived children are discussed

--under three subtitles. The first area of discussion, en-,

titled"Guideiiriii-tar_Neachers of DepFived Children",

deals with generalizations that can be- ade ab6ut young-

sters fromvpciverty circtimsances which may be clas ed

as disadvantaged ormdib-fiVed-bhild'ren,-amd-which

teachers to better "understand this particular type of

child.
0

The second area of discussion,- "Collective Char-

acteristics", is more specific and describes in greater

detail the students with whom the Teacher Corps members

. worked in the South Texas area.
".>

In' the third area of discussion, explicit and

concrete examples are giVen in the form 'of brief indi-

vidUal descriptions of some of the students to develop

d .

insight into this type, of stue.ent and to help teachers

to recgniie specific charactc.ristics and attitudes

fostered educatidnal deprivation.

GUIDELINES FQR TEACHERS OF DEPRIVED CHILDREN

O ,
Teachers working with economically and education-

ally deprived children need to face honestly their own

15 -



pTeconceptions. about racial and national traits and ana-

lyze their-personal feelings abut their students.

',..patienct,;and demand more attention than most other seu-

dents, ateaoher.mu;.tnOt be blind to the admirable: °,,
, . ., 2

.

,..

qpalitieS which they possess and upon which the schoOls

Harbbring stereotypes and prejudice can be ex-
'

tremely tructive for a teacher may impose these de-

Stuctive atti des on the growing child's image of him-
.

self. 'Once a chile as learned to ,look on himself as

being inferior, differe or doomed to failure, revers-

ing his attitudes to convinc= him that.he-can succeed .is
-

very' difficulty Every-teacher w o succeed must be
-

costantlyavare that self-esteem a d self-confidence.are.
.

both basic to learning7--tile-depelmed child often lacks

----both of thege. However, the potential in thesechildi-Th-----
, ,

is gieat and though the deprived child may.require more

can build. \ :

Poverty and all that.goes with it often results in

educational deprivation. The cumulative effects of pov-.

---eYty-must_not be confused with a lack of innate intelli-

gence or with a lack of t-h_e_phild's art. The

disadvantaged child lacks many Of the emotional and .

tellectual building blocks which develoPnintelligence".

- 16 -
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Attitudes, experiences and motivating influences which

prepare more fortunate children for futureli.,aiBing

p

ex-
,

.eriences and which are taken for granted by i-st-ot us

are never developed in these childvh,or e*perienced by

them.

Children from disadvantaged holies learn more

quickly with concrete talks while they also do some-

thing that actually requires the use of their hands

and muscles. Touching and manipulating physical things

seems to offer security of a lesS abstract nature than
0

discussions. Other children usually find the ability

to converse well'and enter discussions with an older

person stimulating and satisfying because they identify.

this activity and ability with maturity and it maked-them
t.

feel -more grown up. Rowever, deprived children tend to

be contemptUas of conversations and discussions, never

having learned to appreciate intellectualizing as a-form

of meaningful identification with adults and viithmatur-

Often the most natural. way for these children to

0

express themselves is through profanity or "street"
4'

lingo"' which is usually a very real parti of their homes

. and .of their neighborhood environment and which they

identify as a characteristic of maturity, making them

-
.
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feel more grown up and therefore more important. Teachers

with an honest desire to educate and motivate such chil-

dren should not let the use of profane language by their

students upset or shock them. Be able toraccept each in-
.

dividual for what they are and for, what they can be, no

one can force another human being without nalicing rebel-

lion itn some form and even the possible closing of chan-
.61.

neIs of communication which are so vital to learning.

It should bit remembered that there is a consider-

able degree of both family and clan loyalty in these chi).-

dren, no less real even when there is cursing and shouting

in their homes and among their family members. For, like

most of us, even the most disadvantaged parents usually
go

want very much to see thOir children succeed in school::

But, they have no idea how to help their children succeed.

Parents who have themselves suffered educational depriva-

tion and who live with c:..nstant economic deprivation which

forces them, in a sense, to develop a preoccupation with
o

rudimentary living, tend to have an over developed sense

of trust in the school system's ability to educate their

children. In thk past, this trust has often been misin-

terpreted as apathy. However, lacking the educational

background to know how to help their children end con-

trary to popular opinion, leis often this trust, rather

- 18 -.
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T
othan apathy, that keeps-plese parents from helping th*iir

.

children, tov learn.

O

'OLLECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS

*--= I

The Teacher-Corps members in the Smith Texas--area
5..;

,found,Athat the genetal characteristics- observer_ by them
,?*

to be applicable collecctively to most of the students

with wh,m they'worked fell tato four catagories: (1).Mo-

Educational, (4) Social, and"(4)-.10-hys4.-dal.

Motivational Aspects

,et.' Zer: .

. -

,:...;---,*-: The deprived child usually has a negative self-
,-; ,. . .. -- ,. . ,

. . . -. $_
(--- .-- .

-.: .g- . Image., particular) himself as a student. This nega-
.

. *

tiveself-image--isreineoreed*his.teacher's lack of
-.1

.--.., .

: '-4 .
vexpectation for him in his schbol work, for teachers

often-expect'little from these-student s, and lacking 0.0^.-

tivation, the child doest.not disappoint' them..; These

children have no loug range gbals and are often condi-

tioned to- failure;-because hey ha-Ve experienced contin-

ual.past failUres. -They dis rust their teachers, and
.3-

_
are:gvery negative in atti- tude-toward both schooltand '"

--,- ..--- .' W..-
authority. *They-often'smoke, drink and violate the law.:

.

at an early -a=ge - i and out of school - the need`-for

attention often makes them 'discipline problems.
. "."

-

;



Educational Aspects

'Parents of deprived children usually have little

or no education-and, therefore, are unable to help their

children very much with their schooling. The parents

- .also'hae a tendency to place too much trust in school

administrators and the school system in genteral._
1...,

....t .

In many cases,itarades have little value. In.fagt,

good'grades and doing "unnecessary" assignments is a

type of "selling. out".:.: It is prestigious to_srime::of the

:
,-s-

tudents tc not do well in school and attending school,
, .

-.,

.is not usually'considered-veryimportant - baby sitting,
....:. .-

, 01bill paying, and weather may- have priority.
4 N7n--'"

As students, deprived children lack the experiences

and attitudes that,.prepare children to do well in school.
O

Furthermore,'the occupations. they are familiar with do not

require formal education, thus the acquisition of educa-

tional motivation and goals is again stifled.

Social Aspects

O

Because of the lackf,of a similar image in their

homes, deprived children have -difficulty identifying with

teadhers in general. Iii South Texas the teacher identifi-
t,

cation problem is increased for the many Mexican-American.

a

;
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*.

children who come from disadiantaged hones. For these

children, the inability to identify with their teachers,

particularly with their Anglo teachers, adds almost in

surmountable dimensions to an already acute problem.
. _

For the majority of the MexIcan=American children,

little emphasis is placed on speaking English other than

when they are in school. This adds the difficult:1r of a
V.

second languatftErrier both to the socialvaspect'and to

the educational aspect of the 'problem otteadhing these

particular children.

Because of the smallness of the homes in which

most disadvantaged children live,' and due to the tend-

ency of these people to have large families, these chil-

dren learn-to live with noise to the extent that learning

to distinguish sounds also becomes an almost insurmount-

able obstacle. The child simply learns to tune-out. When

combined with the second language difficulty, lack 'of"ed-

ucational motivation, inability to identify with the teach-
.

er, and other distracting inflUencesthis tuning out prb-

ceas can strain communication between teacher and student

to the utmost.limits.

EmphaSis is placed on the family in the Mexican-

American home; there is usually deep loyalty to each

other and to the family itself, the head

'-21 -



being duly recognized as:the decision maker. Students

coming from these types of homes often have great re-

sponsibilities in their'homes such ar caring for younger

brothers and sisters and/or helping to meet some of the

financial burdens .of the family. in" addition, many of-,

these students come from broken homes'and may. live with

a stepfather or,a stepmother or with grandparents. Each
o

of these factors contributes to the over all problem of

the' economically and educationally deprived child.

_Physical Aspect

As brought out more forcefully in an earlier

section ofthis report, the vast majority of education-
.

ally deprived children come from economicailyodeprived

homes also. They usually have dental, sight, hearing

and other health-and medical problems. Not only does

lack of money inhibit clialige in this respect,' but in

addition, these people have developed attitudes of dis-

trust toward doctors and medicine which prevent them
.

.

from accepting opportunities for correction. Students

from disadvantaged homes are often undernourished
1
-and

. ,

1
Small white spots are apparent on the faces of

many of these children suggesting improper diet.

22



tired during class. They miss meals frequently, eating

ice cream bars or a bread roll for lunch. They generally .

do not have good shoes and clothing and seldom have the

necessary warm clothing for cold or rainy weather.

STUDENT DESCRIPTIONS

The following are simple, brief descriptions of

some of the students with whom the Teacher Corps worked

in the South Texas area. They represent explicit and

concrete examples of attitudes and'circumstanCes so pre-

valent in economically and educationglly deprived chil-

dren, in-the South Texas area in particular, and, will

serve to acquaint the reader with specific character-

istics and attitudes fostered by deprivation.

MARTIN - At twelve, Martin has - already seen-the in-
.

side of a jail cell. He and,some friends spent

.a night in jaiA when they were picked up with a

stolen bike in their possession. "We were caught

by the cops at midnight fixing a bicycle."

ROBERTO - Occasionally Roberto and his friends steal

bicycles and strip them. Eirery chance they have

the :thopii_f_t_,.___e_v_en-th-ings-1-1.-ke-BB-gus

A

so easy sir."', "They can't catch uri."

- 23 7
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JUANITA- - A long, black haired, dark---grilinect girl-who
____

aspeaks ugly Spanishand poor English, Juanita pre-
.Q

sents a definite discipline-problem in school.

cently, she and a triend skipped school and were

caught by the police with twenty-two stolen re- .

cords in their possession. Three days later she

openly told the entire class what had happened-to

her. Juanita wanted to go to special 'education

because she liked.a boy who alio goes there.

.MARX - Twelve perzons.live in Mary's parents. modest

two bedrdom, five-room house including a' married

brother and amarried sister and their families:

, According to Mary, her father often disappears for

two or three days at a time. Mary has always been

in special education but this year she was placed

in a re4Illar class. She can speak in both English

and Spanish very well but she cannot'write in

either language.

SIMON - "Sometimes I don4t study because I don't have

a piece to study at home. The only quiet place

is the rest room, but most of the time it's in

use." "I like to study and read, but I just

can't."

- 24 -



JOHNNY - A2ood ffend of Roberto, Johnny also

lifts whenOver he ha-it-fiea-ccrnce,--At_tLirteen,

Johnny boasts that he 11AS taken shirts, pants,-

shoes', and. other things and that he has never

causht. -Johnny has'a stepfather who "raises

hell" everytime he drinks.

t

CARLA - A big cffer-sized girl who doesn't seem-to

care about her appearance or about school and is

absent 'nearly every other day. Carle belongs in

,special educatiOn classes but refuseS to gb.-ihe

does little in class but daydream.,

JUAN' - Big and still.growing, fifteen year old Juan

is a seventh grader who feels out of place with
ye.

the rest of the 4>tudents. Although Juan is a

pretty sharp kid, he refuses to comply with all

the teaching rules. "I want to change my fam-

ily's way of life, but I don't*know how:

can't_seem,to get anywhere in school. I want

to be a mechanic, but I don't get shop classes."

o.



DAVID - David lives with hisfather and grandmother.

His mother ran off with, another man. However,

father remarried which seems to

be helping David-to do better-in school.
0

CARLOS - During the lunch hour you can see Ca6.los

either eating bread with Bill or going around
-1

from friend to'friend,borrowing money. His

mother died last year and he and his three

brothers live with their father in a small

apartment across the street from school.

ROSALINDA - None of the teachers can "put up" with

Rosier. " She .1.s very Aggressive and is con-

stantly trying to pick a fight with anybody.

who will respond. Rosie is fifteen years old

and has astepmbther who is nineteen years old;

tier father 'is in his mid forties.

DONNIE r, Donnie can't seem to stay still for a whole

minute. He is constantly seeking attention in

any form, which-usually results in the wrong

kind of attention. ,His -parents are divorced 4

and he lives ith his grandmother.

L- 26 -



HUHERTO - He AlwAys hasdollar bills and is constantly

buying things at school. He seems to be a very

- normal child except for the fact that he is crip-
v

pled and iust.use crutches all'` of the time. Ap-

parently Hubert() has developedA negative atti-

tude towafd-school for he is absent very often

and his giades have suffdred.

THROUGH THE EYES OF THE STUDENT

,The following revealing pieces of conversation,

takendirectly from '111scussions'yith some of the dis-

advantaged students.with whom the dorpsmeri worked in

the South Texas area, depict the disillusionment, the

discouragement, and-the-inhibitions that become a paki

of these children's attitudes and a part of their way

of ,life. These few words illustrate- to some; extent

how the seeds of fatalism and hopelessness' are sown -

often unconsciously' - by a well meaning but insensi-

tivg.teacher.

'"Ori my viay home today I noticed that ,most
teachers have new cars. They must be rich, just like
the people with_ blonde hair. I wish my father had a
car, maybe then he could take me to other places.



4

"Today'wds my first.dor of school and was
scared because the teacher` spoke funny words very
fast and I-could not understand anything she said.
Nobody in class learned or said anything because we
were scared., When I, started to talk to Jose, Ehe
told-me to speak in English, so I just stopped talk-

,

ing."

"My mother says that teachers kno4 a lot and
that I should do-as the teacher save Now I can un-
derstand some of the things she says but not all df
them. There are some of the kids with yellow hair. -
that know-a lot.

o They are very smart and talk real
.fast just.like'the teacher."

"The teacher got mad at me today-because I
could not read like the students'with yellow hair
read'. There-are other students that don't'have yel-
low hair that read well, too. They'always wear new
clothes to school and they know a lot. I'll. never
get to read like them because there is_ nobody at
home that can help me."

"The teacher told me today that I had to study
at home so that I -could grow and be somebody. She
said that I should read like the goodstudents in her
class. I don't know what- to do. I guess I won't grow
up to be somebody like my teacher says."

"I got an Vier failing grade today - a big
red F. The teacher said that I should be ashamed of
myself. I am so used to getting bad grades that low
grades don't bother rtie\. My parents don't knot./ what
to do about my bad grades."

"I don't like schools anyway. ,All they do is
push me around all day long. That is why I skip
school ssmedays: This school\han so many silly rules.
You can't speak Spanish, you can't chew gum, you can't
bring chains to school, you cani\bring candy or cokes,
you can't go to the store across the street, you can't
wear your shirt tail out, you canq\do anything with-
out breaking a silly rule."

- 28 -
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"I was really enjoying myself in class today with
this game'ahout state capitals, but then we stopped play-
ing because we were making too much 'noise. Just when I
was beginning. to_learn something easy the teacher stops
it. She` gave' us some seat work to- do. Shy always gives
us Seat work. We never finish playing games. We hAve-
to know everything,that is in the books. Many times I
pretend that I know what I'm reading when I really
I guess that's why I make bad grades. ,

"The,counselor said that Juriior High-would be
different, but so far ,I'am.lost. This is not verydif-

' ferpnt. Every time you do something wrong they paddle
you. I don't mind getting paddled - it doesn't .hurt
anyway. today two"funny obking men dresied in suits

,told us that..we 'had to follow the rules. They told us,
to read the rule book. In class%you haVe to be .like
a saint or the teacher will send.you to the prinbipal's-

.office to get paddled anyway."

"One of the teachers-told me today that I had
been in school eight years and that I didn't k-now any-
-thing. I- wish I-hadbeen able to answer her questions,
but r can't say the right words.' I have_to think for
a little while and they get mad. Everyday I come to
school, but I don't,learn or make good grades."

"The principal and'the teachers are just like
the cops. They-wait for you .to make a little mistake
and then you get it. -All of them 'hate me,'I don't
know why, but I don't care because I feel the name
Way. 1. was so restleis in class today that the.
teacher sent me to the office. I guess I feel un-
easy because my father has been unemployed and my
mother is sick.. When the firincipil asked me if1
had any 'problems, I answered "no". ,Anyway, he does-
n't really care. He won't do anything. I have one
more chance lisefore I get kicked out. Anyway, I've
been here five years already."

- 29 -
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"Yesterdar.when I .sktipned school I met two
dropouts, th_ey. told me they had- the same problems
that I ha've-in ighool,.but nobody offdred to help
them or try, to uhderstand them, finally both of
them olere kicked out of school for fighting. May-
be'that's'what's going to happen to me. , I want
to stayir, school because 'ray parents want 'me EA.
but I'm. not doing any good. The teachers Say I
don't know anything and I believe them."

,

"They all say that, high'school will be dif-
ferent, but that's what they said abou-i-Tunicr_ high
school. I don't like sdhool, this school is foi
mama's boys,.all the sissies dO what.the teachers
tell them to .do., Ao,lot of us don't, we're differ-

.

eht.. I don't'think I'll make it td highschool be-
caUse I don't )(pow anythingailyway. Who dares?"

ANALYSIS IN RETROSPECT°

Soiething needs to be done fqr these students,

other than separating them from regu]'r classes, se-

quencing,,special educationicuriiculudiv-fsion and

other similar programs, for it-is a mistaken concept

of education to assume that book learning alone .is

involved. Ability to relate meaningfully to people,

to accept authority as helpful guidance, and 1-6-13=--i-

sume A useful and confident role in society are ne-

cessaff-Amt-intricate parts of an individual's edu-

cation.
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Formal education-programs provided with 'regular

weekly school work and daily' classes are the mot prac-

tical and the most available and widespread means of'com-
.

biting.deprivation.- By raising the level of educatibn,

.the level of living is also raised, socially and economi-,
,

cally, since deprived children usually, come from.families

with lower levels of economic attainment, as well 's low-
.

.er levels of edticational attainment.
,

It Is hoped, that the previous descriptive insights

will serve to make teacherd and school administrators'more

cognizant of the growing number ol younsters who are not

;equipped to succeed in our present school' system.

South Texas .has an acute educational problem grow-
,

.*ing put of*.the crossing of two cultures which have failed

to develbp widespread, effective,commUnication to assist

th.fm.in acculturation processes:
t ' .

4 0

,:\ S 4 ge

Spanish speaking membets of the'South Texas area have
.. .

generally had & difficult time adjusting to and succeed:.''
.

0
I

--4

"jpg ilth.e.edUcational system. Living in.;ommunities

it is fairly well established as a fact that the

, ;

generally dominated by, persons of a.crifferent culture,'' . 4

ti

. v.
they- have often been c4i,nfronAed 'with prejudice and dieL., .

. 4.

e.
. . .r.S . . l'a

crimination.
s'

Q . /
..
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School facilitieshave often bean inadequate

and the Spanish speaking student's Ilave sometimes been

segregated from other students. Schools have not been

fully sympathetic to the special needs of the Spanish

---spmaking-children and have contributed to their pc.or

educitional performance. Statistics show that Texas

has' five million Spaniih surname population which in-.

cludes twenty percent of the school age students. Eighty-
/ nine percent. of the children having Spanish surnames and

.with Spanish as their first language drop otAt of scltool

,c

'before completing a regular twelve year educational pro-

gram; forever being forced.to choose between conflicting

sets of values, being rewarded or punished depending up-

on the cultural system. 1

Cia

Teachersido nat always psovide for individual

differences, as emphasized in education courses, when
of

teaching Mexican-American children., They'are mare.a-

ware of such a need in the English speaking student and

1 .

Sever° Gomez, "The Meaning and Implications of
Bilingualism for Texas Schools," in Dwain M. Estes and
DavidsW. Darling, (Eds.), Imyroving Educational Opportu-
nities of the Mexican-America..., proceedings of the
First Texas Conference fox the Mexican-Americanf -San
Antonio, Texas, April 13-1:5, 19G7, pp:'42-63.
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atte4t to provide for such difference's whereverpoSsible,
_ .

however, this tends to be more in terms=:,of-he English
---.

.

speaking student'and conformity and.similarities are usu-

ally emphasized ather than'individuality. Toooften,

providing foindividual differences "' erroneously be--
. ..

. ..cones F nfused changing. Child in the school rQcm.
,..

:to what the teacher thinks is-desirable. For the Mexican-.
"st

-rAmdrican, this concept is often in Conflict with his fam
1

ily environment-
.
11,.

0 ti

.- Many of the Mexican-American-parents have little

education and have no long-term educational godls'for
-

their children. AcCustoms,d to poverty and to i ,infer-
S 7

for place' in society, they accept the narrow limitation

' -
' 'impoied on them.' Since many of these parents.are:,.,poor

.

. ,

and:Uneducated, they' trust the school to ed1.-2ate their .

children. -Contrary, to popular-belief, trust, more thans-

apathy, keeps such'parents.:from helping theik`children
.

-to learn. .

1
. EtichldA,,Lamanna and Julian Samora, "ReCent
TreAds 17A Educational Status of,MeXican-Americansia

', Texas," in thiain M. Estes an&Ilavid W. Darling, (Eds.),
-gmloilli. Improving;Educationapprtanitks ofAke Mexican- -

American, proceedingkotte'Firs,T6R0 Conference
;: for the Mexican-Alarican,'!San-Antdnio, Tekas, otik, .

.13715, 1967, pp. 20,-39. . % -: ..

: :
. , J--'4 .
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In some of the schools.the child is tested
2-

and in many cases "labeled" and segregated as a non-

achiever, poor achieve, special education student,

or' placed in some Other categoric:Once.a child has

acquired a fataliStic outlook and has thus. learned

to see himself as doomed to failure, it is much more

.difficult to, show him that he can succeed. And, once

a child is so labeled, teachers expect little , hint

Kti

as a student-And they are usually not disappointed.

Use of the Spanish language is prohibited within

the schoolgrounds in many schools in this area with con-

sequences of penalties or punishment. The children of-

ten come to feel ashamed of their own 'language and in

-t- an effort to conform and to be accepted they disclaim a

speaking knowledge of their native language which in

turn limits and inhibits their ability to express them-

selves in class, in talent auditions and in other media

of self-expression.

The Mexican-American is under heavy.pressure to

function "like the rest of society" in thought, in word,
t3:and in action. 1This burden becomes almost unbearable

_when_applied- by the teacher in the classroom. Some

teachers wila consistently reward the Mexican-American

child for behaving like a-middle class Anglo, and with
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the same persistence punish .him for behaving like a

Mexican-American. In this respect, the school' often

does more to make the Mexican-Americar child ashamed

of this cultural heritage than any other force in

-s-ociety. ,The child who is learning social roles is

caught between the culture of his parents and that of

'the school, as well as that of Athe rest of the com-
1

punxty.
.

s.

1
The bulk of the preceding information supplied

in the foregoing portion of this report was compiled for
a report, "The Mexican-American in South Texas", -given
by Alhdrto Huerta at a faculty luncheon culminating the
activity- of the Teacher Corps, Texas A & I University,
Kingsville, Texas.
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- SECTION TWO-

.

METHODS

.

To the schools of the Southwest and particulirly

to the cities on the border, the challenge of increasing

educational opportunities for economically disadvantaged

children is not a new problem. This problem is magni-

fied because of the impact of dross cultural language

problems for the Mexican-American children who must at-

tend schools where English is usually the only language

spoken and in which all clas,ses are taught. The chal-

lenge to provide the Mexican- American child with mean-'

ingful-educational experiences is still one of paramount

i*poxtance, for a child may enter school under the dual

handicap of understanding neither the language nor the

culture of the institution upon,which his education de-

-Ipends,. and in large part upon which his chances for suc-

ces in life depend.

Educational programs are needed which will give

all students fluency in English, pride in their own



culture, and the desire-to become happy, useful, con-

tributing citizens of the United States.

This section will include a discussion of poten-

tial contributions which could be made through programs

administered by PensitiVe and informed teachers aware of

the complicated. educational problem in which bilingual

and bicultural conflict have become the central theme.

Integration of all the communication skills in

functional situations, in and.out of school, are impor-

tant: To teach language not only as a means of com-

munication but also as a vehicle of culture requires re-

sourcefulness, conscientious planning and logical and

organized approaches. In actual teaching practice, aca-

demic development and cultural orientation should be com-
.

pletely integrated. Isolated language development and

reading skills are not adequate to help the student func-

tion in normal classrooms with peer groups. The success-

ful youngster must also have a good self-concept and must

feel successful in what he is doing in school. A child_

should never be made, directly or through implication,

to feel ashamed of his parents or his home, or that his

parents are not concerned about him.

The importance of the teacher's role in the suc-

cess of educational programs cannot be over-emphasized;
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the stydenb must feel that the teacher cares and is

inte ested in him. The teacher's personality, his

attitude toward end empathy for his students will

greatly determine the success of ,the program.. An in-

structor who is cognizant of the problems involved will

hold the class to a minimum-size to ensure individual

instruction. Feelings of inferiority are. reinforced

when school children are placed in situations over

which they have little or no control, no feelings of

success, and out of which -there is no escape, except

rejection or withdrawal-

What are the schools trying to teach? What

school experiences' will help the child to become a sul-

cessful contributing member of society? The purpose of

this section of this report then, is basically.to stimu-

late thinking among educators and others concerned with

economically and educationally disadvantaged children

and to suggest avenues and make available resources for

combating deprivation.

-OBJECTIVES

Information and suggestions given in this report

are to acquaint teachers with the type of children with
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whom the Teacher Corps worked, and for whom the program

was initiated. And, to help- make people more cognizant,

teachers and 'administrators in particular, of the grow-

ing -number of youngsters who are almost totally un-

equipped to succeed in our present school- system,.

Teachers working with diSadvantZged youngsters

will find it helpful tO'have specific problems azid their

cause identified. Obviously,, it is mit-enough to know

that there is a problem - the key to success is to seek

and to apply practical solutions to the problem.- Regular

classes, sequencing, special education classes and other'

curriculum division programs have thus far been limited

in their effectiveness.

The objectives of the Corps members, in working

with deprived children in the South Texas area, were ,

both academic and cultural.

At the academic level, Corps members hoped to

help the students: (1) to develop the ability-to com-

municate in English and to express their own- ideas in

natural speech patterns, as well as acquiring pro-

ficiency in language for everyday converssttion, (21 to

4evelop skills and understanding in content areas of

study and to acquire language skills applicahle to all

- 39 -
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areas-of study, and, (31 to develop the ability to work

succee-kfully in a typical classroom with a peer group.

Major cultural-objectives were: (1) to release

greater powers af self-expression which would lead to

a new se°nse of accomplishment and contribute to the
1

learning process, (2) to foster insight into.the cultural

spatterns and social values of the United States and to

develop appreciation of the Mexican culture and of the

heritage-of,the Mexican-American people in order that

children from both cultures, could, develop the desire to

become happy, useful, contributing members of society,

and, (3) to develop, in such disadvantaged children, con-

fidence, self-respect, self-actuarization, and a higher

level of aspiration and achievement.

The methods and materials suggested and discussed

here were found tobe effective tools in finding solu-

tions-to the problems of some of the boys and girls with

whom the Teacher Corps members worked .

APPROACH AND TECHNIQUES .

A completely individualistic approach to the sit-

uation was emphasized: .small groups were utilized; 'clt,se

interaction and complete acceptance of the children were
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considered vital. Pragiatic application of any educa-

tional techniques found to be successful was stressed

and emphasis was placed on the innovation approach to

problems in teaching these disadvantaged children.The

Corps members attempted to develop good rapport with

thestudents and to assume the role of a friend and

helper.who stimulates curiosity and enthusiasm on a non-

authoritarian basis. Special effort was also made to

involve the parents ofthe children as much as possible.

A search was made for techniques which would help

the children to become more aware of themselves by im-

proving their self-image and by increasing their under-

standing of their relationship to the world around them,

ast.well as by helping them to gain self-confidence through

the development of their abilitYto better meet existing

situations. Basic skills necessary for success in school

---were also emphasized, particularly the skill of clear;

analytical thinking.

The children were motivated by structuring class

situations which would involve real interactions and pro-

cesses, thus bringing meaningfUl situations into the class-

room. Easy, initial success was insured while enough chal-

lenge was presented to create and maintain their interest.
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Varied and meaningful approaches to learning will

be made more effective with special equipment - it is

essential that books and materials be available which
_are especially designed to meet the needs of -thesechil-

dren. This may mean that such materials must be created

or written by an imaginative and insightful teacher.

Student placement is also an extremely important

factor in the effectiveness of the program; many and

varied techniques shoule be used to group children into

the most compatible and workable° units for instruction.

Toooften, children are placed in special education

classes who really belong in some other program. Un-

fortunate examples. of this are the mentallr setarded,

the emotionally distuibed, and, in.some cases, disci-

pline problems. This is an extremely difficult problem,

however, because? students do vary so arastrically in

ability, fluency in English, and in academic achieve-

went.

There is a great need, particularly in the South

Texas area, for teachers who understand; who are em-
.

pathetic to the cultur:.: or the Mexican7American, as

well as to the Anglo'cultute, aod, who are cognizant of

the social backgrounds of their students.



The following description is an illustration of

the approach and fundamental techniques used to develop

an effective communication level with.the children.

The atmosphere of the classroom was changed-to

make it clearly distinguishable from the rest of. the

school. All student desks were replaced with round

tables and chairs; the rest, of the room wap,left empty

so that the students would not have a feeling of physi-

cal restriction or distraction. To encourage group

activity( which is so important for these children,

games and puzzels were always made available and nearly

all of the Children's drawings were displayed on the

walls.

In addition to the most pleasant physical at-.

\ mosphere that could be constructed, a solid rapport was

4veloped with.the children. When the children entered

the\room, much of the pressure they had'previously felt

in th usual school situation was lessened. They were

given game oriented activities) based on self-expression,

such asrawing,,painting or working with modeling clay.

The neecU Of the children were carefully noted through

consistent observation and priority was given to acti-

vities adapted\to meet their immediate feelings and needs.
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'At first, many of the activities wer&Aon-verbal,

-'heeause of. the language differdnces, as Most of the-se

children were Mexican-American children with second lan-
.

guage problems increasing the edubational and social

difficulties already impeding6their intellectual and

emotional groWth. Usually, the child was already so

aware of the language. differences that When a' situation

presupposed or forced a use. of English that the child

did not-feel adequate in he.would withdraw or even com-

pletely sublimate. Either reaction was an extreme

barrier to communication in the child's learning ex-

perience.

For similar reasons, the children were notpre-

sented with any work or activity that they could nct

acdomplish successfully.and meaningfully, without frus-

tration. This' consideration, though obviously,funda-

mental,was very beneficial and,even essential.

The experience background of the child, however

great or however limited, was utilized, where ever

possible, to facilitate the child's' learning. This

helped the child to adjust more rapidly to the new

o learning environment. Too often, these children's e.C1-

:ucational exposure has been shrouded in an unfamiliar

language and culture and the attempt to dope with it

- 44 7
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has resulted only in frustration id. sporesinetances,

has even caused the.child's mental :withdrawal from 4.11f.

diffidult ar frustrating situatioft. To cdmbat this tend-
.

ency'towardfoustration and withdrawal, every effort was

made to.involveeachstudefit,. each the 'learning
'

Process.

4

4
There.,,,iis little douit.that competition plays a

vital part in the develppment of a child's self-image

and therefore,' of his self-confidence, for competition

is.ttaditionaily.-emphasized Wnd.employ ed in our country

and in our schools. 'It is woven-intricately throughout

. c

the'AmeriCan school system, as well as throughOut near-

D.
.ly all phases'of: our culture. Students compete for

. ,
grades; athletic teams cpmpe, for championships; in-

.

'dividuals,compete for the attention of their teacher or

fellowstudents: Competition, however, has both nega-
4.

tive and positive aspects. Any teacher has a multitude

of,xamples of the effect ofisuccess on those who have

competes and won. -Almost any coach can show you a per-

som with a college degree that seemed to a certain drop-
.

out until he came under the influence of athletic
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competition. Many amous men today can honestly say

\ .

that if it hard not-been for sports they would certainly

not be where they are. Their success in sports helped
.

.

them gain the c nfidence and self-respect to do well .in

other areas.

But, what about the st

I

dents who are unable to

compete successfully in our schools? How may they a-

'chisve a feeling of success? Few youngsters from pre-.

dominately Spanish speaking environmentsin the domi-

nant English society can accomplish this in the pre-
.

sent school system without special. help. Any strlent,

, unatile to achieve 'constructively and legitimately and

be recognized for that achievement, maychannel his

energy and frustration into desstructive, illegitimate

outlits which, in turn, become problems to teachers

--and later more direct problems to society, itself.

Cob

The following methods were found to be successful

in developing more positive self-concepts in disadvan

taged chiidren

SUBJECT: Self-Image

DIVISION: Fifth through Twelfth Grades

PROBLEM: Student's need to feel successful and to

build self-confidence

PROCEDURE. Intramural Programs
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An intramural program was sponsored fd-i the*stu-

-44
.dents which proved to be an outstanding success in many

ways. The program consisted of bdth athletic and 4cho-

lastic competition. Students who previouSly had,

little or no interest in school'began:to deiielop mor
-

interest._

One Of-the most successful event! was a scho-
. .

,

lasticACtivity; an essay contest-for students in the

seventh, eighth arid ninth grades-. With a desi re. t6

kelp as many of the students as possible.io experience

feelings of success and to receive recognition for theirc
efforts and adhievements,-twelve arinners were cliosen; four

vOinners in each grade level'` Content.aASubject matter

were emphasized' with the realization that if the jildges:

wl-r.e to judge the papers'chiefly on giebanierri.;-only stu-
dents who had already achieved success inth4e-classroom

,
.

\would be likely to be motivated to compete, or after en-
:

\ .

,kering the.competition, to compete successfully. The con-_ 0
,

test was widely dvertized and students were encouraged to

enter and advised thatthe essays would be judged on con -

tent -more thaeon grammes. The results of this ictivitY

were that many-of the previously less successful students
1.

are encouraged to enter the contestWd turned in worth-

hile papers. Stories 6f the- twelve winners were

I

's
10, ^

fr,

printed in the school paper and they were publi,cally
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reeog9rized before the- student body. The notable differ-

e9se in motivation -And.il quailty.of.achievekent by these

students in school work 'and.in their performance in

of their classes supports the p that success in any

area tends to ve art individual's performance in other-

eas. This instance ia.eited- to relate a student's per-
. ,

. -

.ceilied ability to perform and achieve successfully in his

own eyes to his.sel'f-conficence and to his 'actual ability -----

fOr furthet achievement and success.

-The intramural 'program also provided, opportunities

fOr students t6 achieve success in other areas. Ping Pong,

.;.basketball, volleyball, softball, and-fOotball,tournaments

Were scheduled. Library contests,as well as spelling and

speechcontests were also added to the intramural program.

The resulting enthusiasm partially counteracted and

compensated for the attitude assumed previously by many of

the students that school was a bore where no one cared but

where, by law, they were required to mark time until they

would be old enough to quit.

In general, an adult can retain his identity in his

own ethnic and cultural groujo, selecting the familiar from

thenew-andunlmowmand adding to his learning as needed.

But great stress 'and anxiety result when a child, still in

the process of learning social roles, is forced to choose
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bJ ween conflicting sets of values taught by his parents

on one hand and by the schools on the other.

The following techniques are suggested for use.

in imprpving a student'sself-concept'and, 'thereby, en-
,

abling him to function at a higher level in all areas.

SUBJECT: Self-Image

DIVISION: Fifth through Eighth Grades,

1

PROBLEM: Student's need for indiliidual attention and

recognition and for pride in himself and his

family

PROCEDURE: Initiating "Class Books"

Each class may plan and begin a scrapbook or a

"class book ". Sheets of paper eight inches by fourteen

inches are a good size for this project. This book may

include the family stories of each child in the class

and each student should be encouraged to relate experi-

ences and history about himself-and his family to his

teacher who may then write his story for entry into the

class book in sLmple'but correct English with the stu-

dent's personal signature at the end* of it. Or, if the

student prefers, he may write'his own story to be added

to the book for his class.

The class book may also include other stories

written by or for or about the class. An amusing example
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of such a story was a short story about the swarms of-.
I

termites some students had once seen coming from behind

the blackboards in their room. The class had dictated

the story to the teacher to be written and entered in

their class book.

The stories used in these books are valuable as

o meaningful reading.material for the students whom the

stories 'spotlight or involve and this material has the

potential, if properly used, for developing a more posi-

tive self-image as others read about the students and

. his;family and as all of the students come to know each

other better through the stories and histories in the

class book. Material in class books also presents very

relevant and meaningful reading matter for most students'

and which will hold their interest and concentration for

considerable periods of time.- Stddents usually desire

to read it often; this gives them practice in reading

and in word recognition.

In connqction with class books, it may prove fun

and valuable to take short trips in a car, when and where

feasible, driving past all Of the student's homes (keep-

ing in mind that-most classts for deprived childten are

very small). This added recognition and attention some-

times has a tendency to draw out the shyer students and

to broaden the experiences of the entire class.
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SUBJECT: Self-Image

DIVISION: Fifth. through Eighth Grades

PROBLEM: Students lack of personal possessions and

belongings at home or in school

PROCEDURE: Personal Folders 4

Each student may be encouraged to make a personal

folder in which to keep all of his papers - worksheets,

pictures, puzzles, stories, and any other school work he

desires to keep. The students can have a lot of fun de-
,

ccrating their folders in whatever way they may choose.

Recognition for'especially creative decorating might be

given to encourage clads participation in the project and

to emphasize the importance of the studebt's perapnal fold-

ers. All the folders might be hung on the bulletin board

for a week before the class plans to begin using them.

SUBJECT: Self-Image

.DIVISION: Fifth through Eighth Grades

PROBLEM: Lack of relevant material which the students

can relate to; need for more means of self-

expression and an inadequate awareness of

daily happenings

PROCEDURE: Diaries

Diaries may serve several functions, the mainfunc-

tion should be to provide a means of self-expression and to

help the students to develop more awareness of themselves

' and of their surroundings.
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Each student may be. encouraged to make a diary in

which a brief daily entry is made. This may be made on

loose leaf sheets of paper if desired and entries should

not be corrected fbt errors.

Diaries also provide a form of communication be-

tween the student and the_teacher and may help the teacher

to develop more insight into the student's life and into

his behavior and attitudes. Still a further function of

the diaries is the daily practice provided by each entry

in spelling and in reading every day words and phrases.

As students read back over their diaries, the progress /

they have made is evident to themselves as well as to the

teacher; There are usually fewer words mispelled, better

and more vivid grammatical expression and neater papers.

SUBJECT: Self-Image

DIVISION:' Fifth through Eighth Grades

PROBLEM: poor self-image, inability to visualize them-

selves positively

PROCEDURE: Pictures

Many snapshots and pictures may be taken of the

students in class, in the halls, at programs, outside,

at play and in any other desired situation. __Mos-tof
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these may be black and white pictures, however if desired,

slides, colored pictures and even moving pictures may be

taken.

A permanent "picture" section of-the bulletin board

should be assigned with recent pictures always-posted. This.

project has been very successful and the picture section of

the bulletin board has emphasized the student's importance

to himself and others and has been a focal point of his--

class mates, students from other classes and of teachers,

as well.

SOCIAL STUDIES

The importance of social studies can hardly-be over

estimated for it is in this area that students develop those

attitudes and values which constitute the basis of good citi--

zenship and often of self-identification. Even at the first

grade level, as children study the-home and the school, they

become aware of democratic values, patriotism and a sense of

-loyalty to family, school- and community.

Basically, the same ideas given under first grade sub-

ject matter should be employed in the succeeding graads but

at a more mature level. Lf language development becomes an

integral part of the school program, the other problerdi will

decrease to some extent.
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The approach to social studieS, as with all areas

-of instruction, should be tailored to \the existing problems

and needs of the children. Many times\stlidents view social'

studies as anything that-requires the memorization of names,

dates, capitols, and other.assorted pieces and bits, of in-__

--formation; theie doesn't appear to be .a central theme which

m- akes social'studies really relevant to the student and his

life, and interests.

The following approach in teaching Social Studies

was found to be very effective by the Corps members in the

South Texas area.'

SUBJECT:

.DIVISION:"" Sixth through Twelvth Grades

Social Studies

PROBLEM: Student's'inability to relate Social Studies

to self and community

PROCEDURE: Concept Teaching

Social Studies should be the motivating force that

makes the students what they are: their lan4u g,' their
,

\

physical features,_their culture. An attempt to reach a

common objective and goal should be made. Ever thing

studied and taught should have some definite relationship

to the student today- Who, what, why, when and ¶here as

it is related to the present and to the student Should al-

so he directly related to the presented material.\Specifics
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should not become the goal'of the class} but rather the con-

cel:Irt of what is beings-taught should bdcome the one most im-

p9rtant factor. rr

For example: more than two months were devoted to

the study of.South Texas: "map reading, climate, industry,

trade, occupations, culture, and the most important subject

' n any social science class .-- the students themselves

and how they are a part of the whole scheme.
o

Hurricane Beula Was probably one of the most timely

of all disasters; map reading instruction had bogged down

in longitude and latitude'and their significance to these

students living in,an isolated community seemed completely

non- existent. Hurricane tracking was the answer. 'The re-,

sult was revitalization and enthusiasm. The concept and

use of why ,the world is split into thousands'of longitudinal

and latitudinal lines was strongly impressed upon the minds

of theie students and they could understand its relevance

,to themselves and the community.

--Kk the class began its study of Europe; again it

became evident that "Loncept" was the key: "America as a

result of Europe.

Another majorobjective in any social studies class

should-be the concept and practice of tolerance. Different

customsv_cultures, languages, religion and other basic value
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patterns must be recognized as paramount factors in-

fluencing the student's lives. Men, being individual,

are each different; this difference can and does make

life more interesting; however,'it can also cause pro-

blemsijunderstanding. For.this reason, social stu-
.

;dies,programs, particularly those where there are marked
s

ethnic groups with differences from the majority group,

should entail, teaching the concept of toleration and

understanding.

, Not only in social studies but in all classes

an atmosphere conducive to discussion and freedom of

thought must be fostered wherever passible.' A teacher

should deal with any question as tholph the answer was

the most important crisis at the moment it may be

to the asker. Questions act-as stimulants and a teacher

who is aware of this will allow stimulation and thought

,which, in turn, facilitates learning for the studenti.

No question should be considered insignificant; if it

is handled as though it was, the source of the question

also becomes insignificant and students may become dis-

cour4ged, lose interest and/or self- confidence. Social

studies should he allowed to become more than just books

-with names and dates to be memorized. Social studies

must be related to the present in a meaningful way and



the subject matter justified or explained' because of and

in relationship to the past.

Current events discussions are also \of prime im-

,portance. Once a week the class may be opened up for

comments, questions,.or di'cussions and debates\on any

subject of interest to the students. The teacher's role

'should be one of moderator and clarifier. The topcs mar

fange from Viet Nam to how a cartoon is made. Here \again,

the concept of the student, that of being an actual part
C

of present history as it is happening, is applicable and.

should be utilized. The student's mind will never quesrt

tion or seek answers unless he is given the opportunity

to formuLate and ask questions and to seek and find the

answers.

Television programs dealing with current topics

or areas of interest provide excellent motivational

and educational medium for learning experiences and for

animated class discussions. An example of this experi-

enced by one teacher was a recent National Geographic

documentary dealing with the, Amazon River which sparked

three days of question's and discussion after the program

time, date and channel had been mentioned; the entire

geography class had seen it.

Civics as the study of'individuals trying to

live simultaneously as individuals and as members of
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society gave rise to the question. - "Who leads whom?

- The meaning and significance of man and his social.
/

organ-

ization, including his home, city, country, state /and

federal committments and obligations, was accepted as the

key and one Civics class spent many hours trying to
a

solve the question of the individual's rights and the

re-

people and laws around him called society. Civil and

criminal law culminated in a two week mock trial that was

most,effectivein.helping the students to analyze.'1,aws

,and the reasons for and necessity of having laws.- Many

students became acquainted.with-the law,in a completely

different way than they had ever been aware of it before.

Questions dealing with population, immigration,

and the resulting problems of 1:.ejudice, ghettos and riots

stimulated- debate teams and planted seeds' of understamting.

based on other than emotial 'principles alone.

Hicory may become a fascinating and educationald
search into the individual of today. People and things

are not the way they are "just because"; there are rea-

sons for everything one knows, senses, or wonders about.

-Such an approach,to history will provide greater meaning

and interest. Why are some students Catholic and others

Protestant? When you write a letter, what debt do' you

owe the Egyptians, Phoenicians, Greeks, Roans, or others?

J.
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What is Nationalism?. Why has it been the key' to .the,

dilemma of man for celkturies? Are there any similar-

ities between the war in Viet Namtand all the wars .in

hiatory? Has man learned anythimg ..rom past experience?

These thought provoking questions and concepts help stu-

dents to relate the present and thepast in a more mean-
\

ingful way.
1/4

activity appropriate for either geography or

history is map making. Large maps of areas. under study

may'b.e - constructed with little effort and few supplie.S.
4.

First, an outline map maybe drawnon,a transparency,'"
..

,
.then projected onto newsprint where the class sway trace

.

the borders. Paint, brushes and other necessary supplies
Ae

provide dun-,. crate interest and stimulate .knowledge.

This activity May provide the means also of supplying
6

maps in the absence or unavailability of prepared. maps.

Films also provide an excellent means of moti-

vating discussions in social studies' classes wherever

available and may also providd the xisual and concrete

elements of a concept for a student unable to grasp it'

through other means, and facilitates concept undetstant
-.0

ing for all students. A._
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LANGUAGE ARTS

The vast majority of students seem to experienbe

their greatest difficulty in, reading because of an inade7(

quate instant vocabulary, poor oral and silent reading

techniques, poor comprehension and a lack o' phonic skills.

With these:difficulties in mind, the main oi6ec-

tivei of th'e reading program were to help children funC-.

0
-,tioning'below their grade level to develop a better Lagg

of theaselves by cxeating the kind of reading program in,

which they' could function more effectively and to moti-

. vate the students to learn.

It is suggested by many educators that before a

,student is able to begin, formal instruction in reading,
0

'he Must have an adequate number ('f instant words at his
4 -

command. -These wor,ds*COns-idt of those, used by students

most often and th,Le whial.he'sees'in nearly'everythihg'.

he reads. FO'r the prldiary'ciradtis, it is suggested that

,tilree hundred instant words_are necessary for reading.
,

. instruction and by, the time' a ,child completes'grade four,

he Should have at least sixhUndred instant words at his

command.
.

.. .

' Most of the students with wh3ch the reacher Corps
. i

. . ,...

.
worked spoke Spanish almost. entirely in their omes.' This

,
-.

homes
4 .

' .
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-gave the aiudents very little mPportunity to practice

what-th.ez: learned each dayand an extremely_large portion

- of-the school:children had reading difficulties. Even in
'

a classroom situation with students having similar pro-
'

blems it is difficult to develop a progra- m which will

-
help all, of the c.tudents in a class for each of these _

students-have-specific individual needs and will respond

more readily to an :.fidividualized aipiiAch. Deprived .

children, particularly, are aesi able to adapt to stan.i--

ardized. group. approaeles in teaching because of their
Cr

experieles.

Phonics and word attack skills are usually more

effective if integratei with writing and other methods

when being taught:. -A teacher could not expect to meet

the diverse needs of disadvantaged children with one

single approach. One unique approach which proved to

be effective was small group tutoring. With this in-

foal discussion much can be accomplished. Working

a with a14 individual of-a small group is much different

roM working with students in a usual classroom situa-

tion. Lt Ls impossible for individual members of a

class of thirty to have the opportunfty4to participate

in many discussions. The more advanped students usually2.
do the talking and the other...students are often left out.



4,

f

However, in small groups each student may be dtawn out

to his full potential.

Skillful use of listening and speak= g abilities

t

are basic in learning 6 read. When a,teadhercworks with

ian indiVidual student ior with a small p there is much

. more opportunity for. eaningful interaction betwe6r. the

teacher and.each student and between the /students them-
/

//

selves. An instructor may find.that students such as
I

these who havexperienced repeated failures in the usual

classroom situationifusually have negative feelings toward

school and the cla srooms because of their inability to
e i

perform well and their lack of success in the past.

1
. .

Lecturing is usually ineffective. If a child has
,

a limited hackgroulfd of experience, which is nearly al-
:::-1,.'

ways the case with c eprived students, he may have trouble

communicating and.a teacher will accomplish more in less
1

time by. discussilg things directly with the child and by
\

.

showing him new things\, listening to him, letting him

listen to new sounds an\i expanding; his-awareness of. the
k

\world around him before actual formal instruction is begun.

Wider experience means better reading readiness.

Talking directly to the student about things in

which he interested wil\1 not improve his speech and

vocabulary as much as it may provide him with evidence

cf his individual worth for `.perhaps the first time and

4,4



make h .pore teachable. Personal concern for the student

is often a teacher's greatest asset; teachers working with

educationally deprived children need to make each student

realize that he is sincerely interested in him as an in-

dividual. As stated previously, improving each child's

self-concept and tbut their self-confidence is often the

key to the problem. Many of the student's attitudes to-

ward.themselves are very negative because of their ina-

bility to compete with others scholastically and socially.

There is much" less resitenCe to learning when the stu-

dent's self-image is good and his ability to function

satisfactorially under all conditions and circumstances

is increased. This may be done indirectly in numerous

ways through positive reinforcement. Relating incidents

of how people's attitudes toward themselves have affected -

__their performance is often effective in helping a student

to relate to a successful person with whom he can identify.

Finding a child's interest is -zneaway of showing concern

, foi him and to facilitate learning for the student, les-

son:. s mild be geared to the children's interests-as

muck as possible.

When selecting materials to he used in lesson

presentation, keep in mind that beginning material should

be at a level well within the reach of the student's a-
,.

bility to cumprehend and to perform successfully on

1
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initial efforts. Because most of these students have

had very little success in school they need the reas-

surance of rewarding experiences to.restore their self-

confidence. This atmosphere of success will not only

build the stuient's confidence but will also help es- -

tablish a good working relationship between the teacher

and the student.

If students are attending regular- chool classes,

as well as special classes, _different material and read-

ers should be used than the ones which they are using

in their regular classes. If the teacher can ask a few

i well diiected questions and be a good listener the stu-
1

dents will be able to think for:themselves more quickly.

Questions las for comprehension. after silent reading are

more effective than questions asked on something the

student has,Ast read orally. When asking a student

questions; 'he should not be allowed to flounder on an

answer/for more than a f4 moments; tactfully help him

to arrive at the correct a swer and indicate immediately

whether his answers are riot or wrong. Let him know

that yoU are pleased when he answers correctly, however,
1

whena student answers incorrectly do not show disap-
1

proval to the extent that he becomes discouraged. If

the teachef must supply an answer, he sl4ould be sure

the student% understands the answer and the means of

ikarriving4t that answer.
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The teacher should attempt to ask questions and

rake comments that will increase the student's awareness

of the world and of his environment and whiqk will en-

hance his powers of observation and encourage him to

compare new objects with familiar objeCts and new ways

of saying. things with o2d ways of saying them. The stu-

dent should be encouraged to notice and express ways in

which things are alike-and ways in which they are dif-

ferent.

'Many of the students in the South (Ixas schools

have accents; some-accents are so pronounced that the

students, are difficult to understand. Lacking skill in

pronunciation seems to hamper the student's ability to

recognize words also. There are rhymes, poems and games

which can be used to teach pupils who have various kinds

of speech irregularities but it is wise to remember that

the.patterns of speech'used in everyday. speech habits

are learned from an individual's environment and are

acquired from infancy throughout life; change comes only

from constant practice with the new patterns. Youngsters

may also be very sensitive about their habits 6f speech

and may interpret attempts to change their speech habits

and patterns as criticism-of thems,Aves% as individuals,
0

or of.their parents.
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There are teachers i., every school who have made

the mistake of labeling some students as virtually uned-

ucable. Most deprived students have found themselves in

circumstances where they have repeatedly been judged ac-

cording to stereotypes of charaOter, ability and intelli-

gence and then labeled or categorized. It takes much

°patience, consistent effort and a great deal of time,be-

fore some of these children begin to respond in a class-

room situation; teachersmust conscientiously avoid mak-

ing such judgements and guard'against expecting less of

these students than they are actually capable of.

EXPERIMENTAL READING PROGRAM

SUBJECT: Reading'

DIVISION: Junior High School
e

PROBLEM: Lack of an effective reading program

PROCEDURE: Effective group placement

To enable the students in the class to -'receive

the maximum amount of-individual attention, anexperi-

mental reading program was implemented in a seventh grade

low achievement reading class.

Although lumped together as a low ability class,

the students varied considerably in their reading abil-

ities. 'While most of the students read with varying
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degrees of competence, there were also "five non-readers.

It was impossible to meet all of the student's needs un-

der these existing conditions. The majority of the stu-

dents also lacked confidence; all of them lacked basic

reading skills and all of them were above the average

age _for the grade

Before the program could be effectively.imple-

mented, these differences had to be considered and re-

solved. The class of twenty-five students, was divided

0

into groups of five students each. This division was
_ --

necessary for several reasons., First, the wide range

of abilities among' the studen.:s indicated that while

some of the youngsters would' need individual attention

each day. other students would not need as much daily

individualized attention with their actual school work.

Secondly, while offering a wider range of divertified

materials to the students, the small' groups would alsO

allow closer contact enabling the pupils and the teacher

to maintain greater rapport. Closer work with students

would also enable teachers to meet the needs of the

students in other than a'Cadelic areas. Finally; this

grouping method would afford the students -a change-from

the ordinary junior high school classroom routine.

Two major criteria were considered in grouping

the students, the extent of their reading ability and
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the amount of individual attention they would require.

The five non-readers; an obvious division, were placed

in one group. There- were also five students who were

more advanced in reading abilities than the rest of the

students in the class, therefore, they were placed in a

group together. With the aid of a "sociogram the re-

maining fifteen youngiters were divided into three gtoups

of five students each. These students were grouped ac-.

cording ro their academic and social compatibility with

other students with whom they would\be working; this com-

patibility being determined primarily with the use of the

sociogram. After a student had been placed in a particu-
--.

lax group, a final check Ras made to insure that his par-

ticular acader4 c and social '.needs would be best met in

that group.

Whenever possible, two teachers worked together;

each day three(of the five groups would receive combined
; -

- instruction from one of the two teachers.

A fourth group of-five would work independently

once a week, the groups e.terlating so that each group

word independently once a week. The students in the

independent group' would work together on their assign-

ments without an instructor, however,-no more than one

of the four groups` would work independently in aday.
'=.73
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The group of non-readers were never combined with

any of the other groups, but worked together within their

own group each day. This group begA work iii the Sulli-

van Reading Readiness Program and an instructor always

wcrili:;d with them.

Much emphasis was placed on 'individual attention,

two instructors worked together on this ..program'to insure

more individual attention per student than would be af-

forded in the typical classroom setup. However,., this '

Or

progkam has been successfully adapted in c4gses in which

there was only one instructor. Where two teachers are

available, they may find it more effective to alternate

tasks,one-teacher working with the-lift-reader'S group

one day while the other ttacher works with the section

consisting of the three combined groups and the next day

ilternating.

This program proved noteworthy in several respebts.

The intensive and consistent instruction on an individual

basis made it possible for the non-readers to advance at

a fairly rapid rate while the reading ability of the stu-

dents in the other groups also showed marked improvement.

in a short period of time. Perhaps more important, when
----

workifig with deprived children, this program allowed the

teachers to wok much closer with the individual students
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-.4nd the pupil-teacherrapport that developed was excel-

lent, .

making possible more opportunity for social, as

well as, academic progress.

SUBJECT: Reading: Bilingual Approach

DIVISION: Elementary Level
.

.
.

PROBLEM:, Inability of students to comprehend or to
. .

express, themselvs adequately enough for

success in school

PROCEDURE: Teaching English as a second language

Thd general supposition made in language programs,

until recently, has been that-once a student learned Eng-
,

lish the educational program for him should be to same

as for the native English speaker regardless of social

class or culture.

There has also been a lack of recognition of the

degrees of bilingualism in our educational systems and

consequently.there had bee-ie no development of programs,

diagnostic measure, or instructional materials for stu-

dents at different levels of English mastery until quite

recently. Since the mastery of English is on a contin-

uum, softie pupils come to school with little or no know-

ledge of English, others come with some knowledge of
.

English, still others come to school tith considerable
..

facility-in the use of English. .Well planned and

4
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Articulated programs are badly needed. Present programs

generally do not provide for these variations and, quite
4

often, well- conceived prog1rams deteriorate into routine

pattern practice with no objective other than repetition.

The problem actually is not whether Spanish should

be used in educating the Mexican-American but rather how

it can best provide for better communication and wider-

standing of English. Teachers in the regular classroom

are generally unable to communicate sufficiently with the

majority of these children to teach them. These students

usually have little or no knowledge of English and are un-

able to'understand the teacher's instructions or express

_themselves adequately in class. Many of them are not

ready for textbook learning and their

is often very short.
CI

attention span

Emphasis should be placed on oral communication

and both-Spanish and English utilized in building the

student's vocabulary. If students are allowed to ex -'

press themselves in Spanish and discuss home experiences

to talk about things which are familiar to them it
--

will help them to develop what they already know,by using

Spanish as a language of instruction; English may then

be introduced gradually as a second language

In teaching bilingual children, the basic structure

of the language should 1Pe stressed throughrepetition of
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all kinds;
*

dialogues, games, fingerplays, action songs

and other activities help the practice of language pat-

terns to convey meaning, interest and .enjoyment.

Whenever possible, listenin, doing and speaking

should be combined to make atotal learning experience fOr

the students and to utilize the natural need of children

for active participation. Children will learn to speak a

second language more quickly when there is a need for it

and when the second language is presented in an:enjoyable

si,tuation in tune with their interests. Dramatization of

both real and vicarious situations present opportunities

to enlarge the pupil's knowledge of the English speaking:

environment and most children thoroughly enjoy activities

in which they may -pretend or dramatize. Again, the en-

thusia.mand attitude of the teacher, in Motivating stu-

"dent interest and in,making learning a worthwhile and-

happy experience for these students cannot be over es-.

Background activities should be provided"which

will enhance the student's-learning-exgerrences and pre-
!

imated.

pare him for success-tnschool. Taking studentsfor ,

walks-ohtside of the school building and naming things

in both Spanish and English is often helpful. Everydat

objects and basic concepts are most offhctIveqor de-
.

veloping the child!t vocabuldry in both :,,,Irrfua0s.
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Providing concrete objects which the studem can

feel, handle, see' and name Ill'help'to emphasize
,

oral
,..

communication and student involvement and win. enable
1 )

"'. _ . .r

the'student to relate the concrete objects to the written

and spoken word.

An example one teacher:, used was a kite -

'terials were brought to class, student and teachers built0.

4

a simple kite and flew it. The students were also .al-

lowed to paint the kite:

Lists of instant words may be written on a pro-

-

4'

gress chart and the children encouraged to cheCk them-
,

selves on' the number of instant.words at their command.

.

A controlled reader consisting of 35 nut film,-

script, projector and graded firls of ,stories and pfc-
,

tures was used rather extensively, particularly for

corrective reading, and found 'very effectilie: Stories

were s'elected for easy, reading to develop confidence.

Before actually4eading the story, howkver, the Vocabu-,-

lar?; was presented and the story was followed by a coml.

prehension check-up.

As these students need, to have Oral expression

,emphasized in their learning situations they,should be

encouraged to hring some article to school at least

once a week and tell about it, Or to demonstrate some-
/

thing, this may be part of show and tell exercises or



a

4

r.
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4

1
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1.4

it may be handled a little differently at another peri6d
.

of time during tige day: Many of these demonstrations

may be effecti.v0.y.tai)ed to be playedback to the chil-

'then. This will helpstudents to learn to spf..ak louder
4

and enunciate more clearly and it will lesseh feelings

of fear and,self-consciousness.
...

Stories told in class become more meaningful to bi-
.

lingual students When the story'is.told first in English

and then translated and tolein.Spanish, increasing their

ability to relate word .meanings and to understand concepts.

Cutting pictures fromcatalog's, magazineS and comics

and labeling the items in Spanish and.in English proved

effective in motivating students to learn and in retain-
.,

A
ing their interest for longer periods of time.

Two basic kinds of words should be,taiight in-these

classes for the the gria'atest effesti'vehess. 'Content
.

words words or nouns that haVe concrete meanings and
.

can be seen or felt and Detetmin#.rs,'words sari: as the

and are. t

,

Content words are best taugh-t by use.oS the.real ob-

jects which they represent or by pictures. Determinrs

can only be taught in grammatical felithes., Sentence%

should be used along with flash cards to avoid teaching

words in isolation. The student may find it helful

the teacher will sit on a level with him so that he can

00 f
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;easily see the mouth movements. Talk slowly but natur-
.

ally saying the word ..nd showing the picture or objeC'tt-

it represents at the same time The teacher may give the

object to the stuient so that it will be in his possession

at the 4 time he learns the word or sentence signifying the

object.

SUBJECT:

/

Readiiig: Word Recognition

DIVISION: Elementary and Junior High Echodls

PROBLEM: Inability to recognize various words

PROCEDURE: World discrimination-exercises

In;some-cases a student does not .react well par-

tially be. ruse he does not look .0.6sely at a ward as tre-!

.reads. Two exercises are suggested to improve the stu-

de:TVS observAtion-of reading material. ;First, after

learning various-words from the basic word lists, a sen-
i

;tence is read using only words the student is familiar

-
w4.44. Then using flash cards tit -iaident finds the cor-

rect words which will make the sentence he has'just pad

read to him.

'There aie available a list of anpreximately

thirty word groups of three words each for the next

exercise suggested. Each group contaire words which

looksimiAar to each other. Tim teacher calls out one
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lof the three words and the student must\then discriminate

between the words and select the Word called out by the

teacher.

Example: The teacher calls the word "freeze':.

'The student must theh select the correct word from the

/7 following: Phrase, Freeze, oilrFroze.

I

SUBJECT: Reading,

DIVISION: Fifth throUgh Twelfth Grades

PRO8LEK: To develop the habits of original thought,

creative writing, and greater comprehension,

PROCEDURE: Stoky Tellihg'

Students rarely use their, imaginations in ordin--

ary schogl work, therefor,, they do not develop the abil-

ity for oxigInal thought and 'creative writing whiChlarso

lim,its their depth of comprehension.

Different sentz-n,:es may be written on blank sheets

of paper by the teacher or by various students. The sheets

of paper are then pas-,,d from one student to. another and

each tudert adds to th,e thought or ideas expressed in the
,/

begin ing sentence by adding at least one more sentence or

more 'f he desire. It is good to have the student who was

resp"nsible for thinki%g of a good beginning sentence to
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also be responsible for a good ending to the story when

it has been around, to all of the students ane then he

may read it to the class. The teacher may circulate as

many different sentences at one time as she likes, each

beginning with a different person.

Another method, although more structured than

the one previously discussed, is to read the beginning

of a story to the class and have them complete the story

by writing their own ending and reading it to the class.

Another means of stimulating student's imagina-

tions is to show the class a picture, preferably one

with few contentual.clues, such as a girl looking out of

a windowr The class must then write what they feel the

girl is thinking about, doing, why she is standing there

or what she is looking at.

SUBJECT: Reading

DIyIS;ON:

PROBLEM:

Elementary .Grades

To make oral reading more interesting and

fun to the students

PRRCEDURE: "TV" Reading

A rectangular hole may be cut in one.side of a

large cardboard box. Students may then paint it and
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channel indicators and adjustment knobs may be drawn to

give the effect of a TV set. Word strips may then be

drawn through the screen section; pictures may or may not

be used as desired. Students enjoy reading on TV.

SUBJECT: Reading

DIVISION: Elementary Grades

PROBLEM: Reading material other than the basal reader

PROCEDURE: Library Books

. Many public Jib- ies will allow a teacher to
---y

_

check out thirty books at one time for classroom use.

These may he made available to the students. In most

.cases the variety of stories and pictures motivated the

students and compensated for new w6rds introduced.

Old magazines and clmics also provided much ma-

terial which was meaningful and useful for these students.

SUBJECT: Reading: Field T ips

DIVISION: Elementary Grad

PROBLEM: Limited background experience

PROCEDURE: Visits to the public libraries and the

Navy Base

On several occasion4 students in the reading classes

were taken to the pubic libraries to acqueint them with the
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facilities there and once they were takein to the navy

base. After obtaining permission from school author-

ities and making arrangements with th. authorities at

the public libraries and the navy base, transportation

was arranged and a time set for the trip.

Before each trip, the purpose.of the that trip

was discussed with the students and a review of

to expect and_whatto-WAtch for was made.'__
While at the public libraries, students were al-

1

lowied to get a library card and to check out books if

they wanted to. As a whole, they seemed to enjoy this

very much.

The students also reacted favorably to the trip

to the navy bate, commenting /I fterwards,on things which

Ai
impr=lssed them the most such as being allowed to board

a jet plane., visitinc the control tower and observing

technicians giing instructions to a pilot who was land-

ing, observing weather and radar equipment and having

free ice cream.

The students also enjoyed very much contributing

news of their trips to the school newspaper. These field

trips broadened the children's experience ba...:kgrouni and

knowledge and made them feel more imrloalit to themsel7es

and before others.
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SUBJECT: Reading

DIVISION: Elementary Grades

PROBLEM: Motivational reading material for different

ability levels and lack of comprehension of

imaterial read
/

PROCEDURE: SRA Reading Programs

SRA Reading Programs were used twice a week. In

grades one through three, twenty "power builders ",, four

page reading selectigns that iptelp students to develop

'vocabulary, comprehenion and word attack skills,were

-provided at each reading. Subject matte varier and in-

cluded faxitasy, natural science, adventure and everyday

life. The program booklets inclIde comprehension checks

and exercises for de sloping vo:abulary and skill in

phonetics' and in structural analysis of wcrds. Answer

keys are used by students to Checktheir:own responses.

In grare,s four through six, twelve ."power builders"

were provided at ea-:h reading, level. Subject matter varied

here also, including bicgr4phy, social studies, natural

science, adventure and everyday life.



c.

SUBJECT: Reading

DIVISION: .Elementary Grades

PROBLEM: To integrate art with reading

PROCEDURE: Story conceptualization

After reading a story, students were supplied

with water colors, tempra paint, paper and brushes and

asked to draw something:related to the story. In this

way many of the students were motivated to listen, more

closely and to be more observant throughout the story.

Their conceptualization was greatly enhanced as well as

their motor coordination. The teacher also benefited

from this activity by developing insights into the chil-

dien's weak and strong areas through observation of

their Paintings and by noting the extent of their abili-

ties in different areas, particularly in the area of .

conceptualization and Ihord and thought undersanding.

a

SUBJECT: Reading

DI'/TSION: Fifth through Eighth Grades

PROBLEM: Lack of comprehension about past, pre.4.ent

and fu-Cure tenses and confusion about the

order an sequence of days of the week,

months and dates

PROCEDURE: Calendar Bulletin Board
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Students with backgrounds of limited experience
.

such as most disadyantaged'students seen- to have liarti-

cular trouble with comii.ehending the order of the days

of th& week and ,the sequence of, the months. They also
,

tend to be confused about past.
-.-
present and future tenses;

yesterday, today and tomorrow seem to be particularly con-_

. fusing-

A-calendar bulletin board may be used d3 a-ye:y

effective teaching aid in this area. Below the calendar

should be the sentences "Yesterday was . . . (Name of

the day, month, and the date to be filled in to..:omplete
1

the sentence) ." "Today is . . ." and YTom,Orrow will be
k.

Student's birthdays and. otaer special days

should also b.. noted on the calendar each month.

Each day one or two students may be asked to
A

change the sentences below the calendar so that they

are correct. The stude.lt must change the day of the

...

week and the date and the mora: whenever necessary. The

teacher should already have the days, months, and num-

bers printed so that the Children may r;ic.k otit.the cor-

rect ones and fill the blanks in the sentences.

if a student is unable to find the correct day

or other information, the teacher might. encourage him

,

J I
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to find the answer among the days.printed at the top of

each_ calendar and then to find the same word among the

cards.

This helps the.studehts to make correct associ--

ations such as the fact that "yesterday" was the same as

"today" and that "today" was "tomorrow". This activity

also helps the students t) learn the correct spelling

of the words on the'bulleti.n board; whenever a student

ishaving difficulty withthe'spelling and requests help,

he may be referred to the bulletin biiard to find the ne-

cessary information. The calendar and the sentences be-

low it may also be used as part of pattern pra.ctice drills

and as reading practice.

ORAL ENGLISH

Students may have little 9pportunity to speak

English outside of the classroom and schooleround en-

vironment; if parents are illiterate in English, they

may not encourage the use of English in the home. In

spite cf,deficienciem in the hove'llacF.ground and in

readiness for school learning,. 4he pupils have positive

and constructive values which :An offset environmental

influences and a sympathetic, skillru, and interested

teacher will help students to overcome these handicapv.



Structured linguistic drills based on LadO and

Fries may be taped and replayed for students so that

they can hear how the sound. This taping of the drills

,also has the effect of ,producing and maintaining greater

interest on the part of the student through his more ex
tensive and varied participation in Ulf exercise.

The children may tape whatever they desire.

They may enjoy singing that have been pepped ur

on the record player as they were taped. This some-
.

times stimulates the children in the use of oral English

through music by motivating them to try out their own

rock or singing groups and styles.

ipuppets and puppet shows hdve. also been ex(Nl-
f.

lent teaching aids. They may serve the dual purpose of

providing opportunity for practice of oral English and

for role, playing which gives the child greater insight
4

and ability to identify with the predominate society,

thus accelerating acculturation processes and increasing

the child's self-confidence and ability to function well.

The following method's were found to be effective

in teaching oral English to deprived children. May of

those drills are oriented toward teaching English as a

second, language. This was necessary because of the high

percentage of Mexican-American children needing help

with language difficulties in this area.

a



SUBJECT: Oral English.

DIVISION: Fifth through Eighth Grades

PROBLEM: Inadequate command of oral English

PROCEDURE: Pattern Dills

Trouble spots in English may be noted and pattern

drills.provided for each problem area to enable the stu-

dents to practice natural English srmch patterns orally

and to obtain greater proficiency inidinguistic construe-
.

tion. Various types of drills may be used for difficult

patterns whic% will help with sentence structuring when

practiced often and consistently.

Example: May I go get a drink?

-Yesterday I bought a yo-yo.

Yesterday I went home.

SUBJECT: Oral English

DIVISION: Elementary and Junior High School Levels

PROBLEM: Spanish speaking students do not get enough

prac.tioe speaking English

PROCEDURE; Various drills and their presentation

The drills presented here are effective both orally

and in written exerciser:. For greatest efficiency, how-,

ever, drills must be b :ief, well organized a d cleverly
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preselted. Ten or .fifteen minute drilling is usually suf-

ficient for maximum effectiveness with oral exercises.

The teacher should work,for spontanebue responses

when using oral exercises; in obtaining an oral response,,

the teacher-may call on the whole class to respond, or on

the boys only, the girls only, one row, two rows, or two

ormore students 'together.

Quiet, shy.studen,:s should not be singled out for.

response until the teacher is sure that they have enough

. confidence to respond-±1r;uch a manner-thdL their,self-

confidence will be reassured and their self -image 'rein-
,

force& in a.positive way..

Examples of Various Types of Drills:

REPETITION: This month is'the 'seventh' month.

,I11FLECTIOV: I bought the ticket. I bought the tickets:

RESTATEMENT: .Tell him to wait for you. Wait for me.

COMPLETION: I'll go my wayand you go

TRANSPOSITION: I'm hungry. So am I.

EXPANSION: 4 I kn9w him. I know him well.

I know him well because

COVTRACTION: Put your hand on the table.

\

Plit it there.
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:1-t7011011ft^

1

-TRANSFoRNATIONr He knolls My telphone number.
.

.
. s.

. He doesn't know my telephone number.,

Does he know my telephone numbe.

., -
INTEG4ATION:,' _ They-Mds t be honest% It is important.

..
.

'." It is ,important that they Le hnr.-.t.
.

AEJO7NDER: , She smokes cigars. I don't believe it.
. . .

..-

ORi Students - wait - 'bus.
, e,

4 r.

. 4 V i '
1 %Studen"tswait for the bus.

, .

r----lt -4,14ing Voliabdlary:
r

-..

7, .

RELATIVES PARIENTES J
a .'

II

Association 'By Group

4

1

mother madre
pfather adre,

b?ther hermano
40,sister, hermana

grandfather abuelo
grandm',ther abuela
aunt . lila
uncle ti'o

VEitDU,VEGETABLES VERDURAS 4

lettuce
tomato& tomate
carrots zanahoria
squash caldbarg
Ibotatoes papag
onions cebolla
peas Y c.kischaro
corn mai'z
beans. 'freljol
cabbage repollo
celery apio
spinach espinaca
cucumbers ..pepino

arroz1.

r

v10



In teaching vegetables, a trip

is' ideal. Picts kes may also be used or the actual',objects

whenever feasibl,. Games are also effective: matching

pictures of diff\rent words and vegetables,' These same

to a.graCAry store

methods may be applied to fruit or many other groups of

items.

FRUITS

applc.
) banana

orange
grapefru t
grape
cherries
strawber ies
lemon
avocado
pineapple
cantaloup
lums

FRUTA

manzana
pla',zano
naranja-

,

toroja
lava/

cereza
fresa ,

li'mon
aquacate
pina
melon
Ciruelas ciruelo.

TRANSPORTATION TRA.NSPORTACIO'N 111

car carro
bicycle bicicleta
train txen
plane aero piano
bus auto bu's
boat barca

barco
roller skates pati'n de ruedas

MEALS COMIDAS

breakfast , desayuno: almuerzc
lunch la cotaida
dinner cena: onida
snack mart nda
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ANIMALS ANIMALES

cat (s) 4Sto
lions leon
tigers tigre
p-nther pantera'
leopard lenpardo
dog perro
wolf lobo
fox zorra; zorro-.

.

coyote coyote' --;

v. ,. t
5 giraffe jirafa -

birds paljaro
chickens gallinal polio
duck pato

, turkey guajalote
mice rato'n
o
rabbit conejc
monkey mono
elephant elefante

.

cow vaca
horse 'caballc
donkey burro .

bear oso; osa
fish pescado
whale ballena

:..1 parrot perico
alligator lagarto
frog- .-a -

- -- lamb borrego; borrega
goat chivo; chiva .,

--r-
_

_pig marrano; cochino; cerdo
.

-,:--. 7

..
. ,

ASTRONOMY ikTRotiomrit-
.

. ;

stars estrella
luna

sky cield
-7clouds --..

sun sol

--=,-_-''

---'2.!
....,.,:.

. ..,
--,
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N.

PARTS OF BODY PARTES DEL CUERPO

head habeza
.

eyes ojos
nose nariz
tongue lengua
teeth dientes
moyth boci
ears ° oi'do
neck cuello; percuezo
skin piel; cutis
hair 'cabello
hand mano
wrist canilla
fingers dedos
fingernails -lines

elbow codo .

legs pierna
feet pies .

-knee rodilla P
:

back espalda
toe dedo del pie
cheeks cachete; mejilla
arms . braZo:.

WEATHER TIEHP0--

rain lluvia
snow nieve
hail granizo
fog neblina
wind viento, aire

FURNITURE HUEBLYS

la

table mesa
chair

,

silla
bed- cama
"couch sofa'
crib curia

desk escritorio
book shelves estante de litjras
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4
GAMES - SPORTS' 27 RECREATION JUEGOS =-UHFURTES

marbles canicas
kite huila-comets

PROFESSIONS "PROFESIO'N; CARRERAS

teacher maestro
doctor- me'dico, doctor
lawyer abogado
priest cura -; padre
.nurse enfermera
pilot piloto 0

firemen bombero
policeman polici'a; guardia
mailman cartero

'.-SEASONS

fall
winter
spring
summer

TEMPORADAS - ESFACIO'N DEL ANO.

otono
invierno
primavera

a

CLOTHES- RONA

dress vestido
suit trajo completo
sock calceti'n
shirt b camisa
pant pantalones
coat chaqu6ta
buttons boton
belt faja, cinto
tie corbata
shoes shoes

TOYS JUCETES

- 91 -
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HAND TOOLS .

hammer
pliers
scissors
screw driver
hoe -

'shovel
saw

INSTRUMENTOS DE MANO

tenallas
tijeras
destorrillador
aza'don
pala
serrucho de mano

JITENSILS UTENSILIO-

fork tendov
knives, navaju
spoons cuchara

O

APPLIANCES

stove - ,oven
refrigerator
iron
ironing board

APARATOS'

estufa
refrigerador
plancha
tabla de planchar

CLAiSROOMSURROUNDINGS

wall
windows
ceiling .

floor
lights - on

off

pared
ientana
cielo
piso
luz - prender'la

apagar la

DRINKS ' BEBIDAS

milk leche
water aqua-
soda water sodas
juice .-jugo -



PLANTS

flowers
Weeds
trees °

PEOPLE

boy
girl
friend
children
little boy.

PLANTAS

flores

a'rbol

GENIE

buchacho
muchacha
amigo
ninos
mino

EXPRESSIONS EMOTION EXPRESIO'N EMOCIO'N

happy
sad
smile
angry
frown

COUNTING

one _

two - dos
thret'- tres
four - aoatro
five - cinco
six 7 seis
seven - siete
eight - ocho
nine - nueve
ten - diez

feliz
triste
sonrei'r
enojarse
pdner males cara

RELATIONSHIPS TO TEACH
N

big = small
hot - cold
new -,Old
fat - thin
push - pull
wet -, dry
enter.- go out
in - out
stop - go
stand up - sit down
'open - close
good morning - good night

Communioations, money, colors and Other words can

be grouped for relationship for, most effective teaching:
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Most of these everyday vocabulary words may be given as

object lessons. Pictures and field trips make lasting
. -

impressions upon the student's minds and help them, to

remember the new words more quickly. Whenever possible,

activities should be included with drills whic1 embody

concepts and relationshipd being taught.

SUBJECT:: Oral English

°DIVISION: Fifth through Eighth Grades

PROBLEM: Difficulty in distinguishing-E-etWeenthe

"ch" and'"sh" sounds

-PROCEDURE: Oral Drills

Students, particularly Spanish speaking.students,

often,have trouble-in distinguishing between such sounds

as "ch" and "sh",. Embarrassment.'may result when a child

pronounces a word, incorrectly and ,may cause hiM-to with-

draw from class discussion and partici-p-itian-7---

The following drills are designed primarily as

oral drills but may serve other functions also. For

example, they are useful for building vocabulary, as

*
dictionary exercises and in sentence writing and spell-

.

ing exercises. More words may be added to the list as

desired or deemed necessary by the teacher.
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INITIAL

chicken
chalk 4

china
church
chain
chtl
chap__
choke
chance
chase
charm
churn
chant
cheese,'
chime

"CH" WORDS

MEDIAL

ketchup
dreaturJ
preache'r
teacher
feature.
catcher
future --

picturek.
pbaAer
rancher
watcher
butcher
inches
merchant
touching

':CH" WORD - SENTENCE-BRILLS

-"Sear-eh-for,_the creature," said the chap.-

Chaste the chicken Charlie.

. The'preacher in China had.a-nice church.

It wAe a cinch to cheat the teacher.

Charlie spilled ketchtp on the beach towel.

FINIAL

search
reach
fetch
beach
such
birch
hunch
church
cinch
clindh
flinch
launch
bunch
each
ouch

The feature was a cinch to be liked by the children.

Chubby Checker had_a.hanch that the _feature would be no good.

The teacher and the.children are going to church .on Sunday.

Theyoung chap, was chained'qo the wills.

A rancher-does not like to chase coyotes.

API
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INETLAL

"SH". WORDS,

MEDIAL-- FLNIAL

'Shine 0 washer cash.
shame fashion gash
shall cashier bash
she' - fishery pusk
shell gusher _mash
Shake

rashhasher
shirt masher trash
shot , pressure dash
shoi,,/ nation

- wash
shock special,. marsh
ahlr' ptnsiort crash ,,
shape education crush
should bushel bush
sugar bashful . lush
1.1X6 dishf0ul

. :lash
shawl wishful splash

.,

"S4" WORD - SENTENCE DRILLS

The nation was in the process of creation:-

He had a feeling of elation when he got off probation.

With patience and caution, he finally reached safety.

The lotion should be put on with a rubbing motion.4

Inflation is-caused by a combination of things.

. He went to confirmation after his vacation.

A ration was given to his relation.

She had no notion of giving an estimation.

Vacations with relations are difficult.

You must use caution and slow motion.

The -pressure underneath the earth caused the fissure.'

kr,

I

He gave his confession during the first session with police.
9
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"CH': AND "SH" WORDS

INITIAL

chair - share .

cheat - sWeet
cheer - shear
chew - shoe
cheap - sheep
chop -.shop
choose - shoes
chin"- shin
chore-,- shore
chip - ship
chose - shows
cherry - sherri,
chant - shant
chart -. short
chuck -shuck

a

FINIAL

,match - mash
catch 4- cash
latch -.lash
batch - bash
hatch - hash
witch - wash
ditch - disn
butch - bush
switch - swish
witch - wish,
fitch. - fish
leach - leash
march ---mash
much - mush

"CH" AND. "SH" WORDS - SENTENCE DRILLS
%.

He chose to wear his new shoes today.

They chose to go to all the.shoWings of the film.

She cashed her check with the cashier.

The ;teacher "Slnce we. do not have enough chairs,

please share your chairs with the new students."

"Watch how he washes the car," she said.

She went to KWEViclibr's shop to buy' pork chops.

When the sheep were aboard the ship,- it sailed away.

The children were shocked when they heaid the plane crash.

The shy, bashful, child bliished when his paper was checked.

The preacher went to. China on a special assignment.

a



act

The "ch." s.ound appears in Spanish but there is

no "sh" elund.in Spanish except when used to quiet some

one..

Spanish speaking students also have difficulty

distinguishing certain other Sounds in the English lan

guage. The'follbwing,trills will give the'students prac-

tice in distinguishing between sounds and in leazning to

pronounce the sound correctly.

THE LONG "E" AND THE SHORT "I"

bit beat
rip -2 'reap
dip,- deep
nit - neat
slick. - sleek
kin - keen
sick - seek
fit - feet
sill- seal
still = steal
bin 0- been
did - deed

sit -7 Seat,
glim - gle'em
hit - heat
pit - peat
crick - creek
rich - reach
bid - bead
lick - leak.
mill - meal
dial - deal
chip - cheap
lid - lead

pick - peek
slip - sleep
mitt - meat".
pill.- pe'el
lip 7 leap
sip - seed
fit - -feet
fill - feel
kill - keel
rid:- read
tin -.teen

SHORT "T"'AND LONG "E" SENTENCE DRILLS

Don't hit the pig.

t The teacher peeked-to see if the teens were-in their seats.

Rich persons bid on pictures.

The dog bit his mitt.
. .

Beat the heat by bAthing .3.n the creek.

Preem is a substitute for cream.
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"Sit still Hill," said Sid.

The heat'makes the,seat hot.

13.

dr

She threw the bead into the creek.

The bean dip fe'll into the deep waters.

They. made a deal Ot to Steal the deeds.

a,

.Joe, said, "Get rid of the slick salesman, ,Sid."

He slipped into a.deep creepy hole'and fell asleep.
C

00

He began to feel sleepy after he had taken the,pill.

"Sit in your seats, boys,:! the teacher said.

Sr

Students h'ave trouble when the English'letter

".s." has a.. z" sound as in: is, his, raise, eyes peas,

grows, praise,. hose, was, those, boys, nose and house.

With the "oo" sound as in: moon,..noon, soon,

shoe, hood, stood,
o

The "ng" sound does not occur in Spanish and is

often difficult .,.or bilingual students to master.

king sitting
killing living
rang speaking
sang fishing
bring feeling
feeding sinking

SP

Two "ngli syllables occuring one after another al,sO pre-
.

se:its difficulty for Spanish students.

singing swinging
ringing hanging
bringing dangling

C
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The followim4.sounds usually: require drilling practice:

"dzh".sound'as in:

badge garbage
jump jealous
jewel joe
jet jim.
jeep jerk
ledge

"zh" sound as in: "y" sound as in

measure' yellow
pleasure
treasure young
leisure mayor
luxury ) yes
usual year

yard

The "th" sound as in "the" is often mispronouroced by bi-

lingual students. and "this and these" arenot only,likely

to be mispronounced but are very likely to,be proaounced

exactly alike and bonfused in meaning also: ,Drills to

provide pract5=ce'in these areas are usually necessary.

A

7

GUBJECT: Oral Zngla.sh

DIVISION: Fifth through Eighth Grades

PROBLEM: *Silent consonants

PROCEDURE: Oral drills and word hunts

The words may be written on ditto masters or on

the blackboard in four or five equal columns and reviewed

= . orally with.the'studdnts individually or as an entire

16 class. When the words have been adequately reviewed a

"word hunt" may be used to stimulate class response and

involvement.

. - 100 -
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Exarople:

cated on

Thl,t teacher may ask: What is. Ole ward lo-

the ,upper fight hand corner? or, What le the

fifth word in the fourth column counting up? or, What is

SY

the fourb.. word in the fifth row? As soon is-a'student
,

ids the word they Should raise_ their hafid%and call

t he wi.o.ird.

:"O. :,,,t .'*
:. ,

,

Questions may Igt.k.imadeUp-on-the_rouT,'-__tiftruers,
,..---.

,3.=. 4 iv . , .
99,1urans-apd--:getitgers., tii.is-exerca..d 2.salso usefUl 7..:S.

' -:1-4 4t :,4i1:
.-.

put

c

,
4,1*enirlCsklilXerotke,, tbe-c teach6r-des-ireg4- a

-,,*:..-

i; the ,students:can
, .

,Freall t..enii* 0,47:IvcArc41-sp. -,kk

-.,,

. .4.
.4.,

2 iliait2 ' V
'4.4 44, - , S'4.

.0.-KAL pRILL"7SILENTtdONSONANTS_'"-.
,r,..,,

.-& --- z.,.o - -
-4 ;, i.

.half straight island tholugt!

-could, knob . .-: hollow.
.

. bough
wrong , listen pillow.A.lamb
height 9.. sT4n crumb- castle

.

iz .cm.i-b4"%given for,;40-xdA.:huAtto--bee-how

0 ilit;Apns..::--Mtitst,; stu4ents:'.

4

knelt

chalk
. .

sigh -

Walk_
should
inee

j'answer
thumb
wreck
sigh

'hymn autumn-
knife- Oring
fought freight
write
'hono
-yolk --A- errand
naughty wren
coluth, 'often

fp

t.
YAK

101 -

comb
folks
'hour--
wrap
sword .

frighten

,.401L.

light
bright
krieelr
horiZq.t

bright
right
sight

-
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SUBJECT:

DIVISION:

PROBLEM:

PROCEDURE:

Oral English.

Elementiry Grades.

Difficulty in differentieting between sounds
. .

Listening *Box

The following activity is designed to help students

differentiate between sounds and
.

:.-_,

cogni-taAt'of different sounds.
.--

.

-Various things may ,be put
-4. .:,

.
- things- such as

..- --*-fi,..-:--,

-i -t,1,.:, tree0ixer., ishes
--4-4.---

_beansi, rocks, penc

itO include to make
,17r. 'C V.

. _

it 'f,rua."to. the. students The. teacher shakes
c>. f-4(r. v--.

.1.
fri 1 e the ; tens to see if he-

_

to help them to be more

in a tube or a box;

or any item the

theexercise interest-'

--- _

r

.

. .
I .

. .

,

The sttldeA nt-sho'uld be,.,

the containei_

can guess what

shown the: possibilities of
-

that hay in .the box bef
" ore the exercise begins.

---:-'-,At"-firsi.. only one kind- of material should-be put-ihto
--:---: ,,-

.
.-a-

a.

the container and then as the student progresses
-2:-...

(,

-.!"-e:-.
.listening ability ooliiihations'of things can be put in

__:--2-
i''',.

.Fs .. ,

in his

, .._,
;'

e r , ' r. .
i's't. ,S c i $' ...v." r

,
;,1

SUBJECT: Ora.]. English

DIVISIOM-::
Yo

Elementary

.

00BLEM:_-

PROCEDURE:

't

and-Junior High School Levels
- .

Difficulty in diffetehtiating between ini-
,

tialoonsanant sdunds

Thy4rg Word Exercise
. #
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A series of rhyming words. are written on aJong

horizontal SKeet:,tof paper. The teacher reads the first

word and the students read the remaining words.

Example:

Cake Rake . Make Take

The folloWing exercise has also provcen effective in

helping' students 'to be' more cognizant of different.

sounds.

All the letters of the alphabet-are written on

sma..l squares. - Another series of cards are made con-

-taining the endings of rhyming words such as "ake". The

students then compare the sound of the initial consonant

with the endings in an attempt to combine actual words.

Example: The letters "f", "m", "1", or "t" might be
- ,

combined successfully with the ending "ake".

LISTENINGAND READING GAMES

Due to circumstances in the home environment,

which 'is frequently quite noisy, the student often has

developed the habitof "tuning out what 1-g§Pilig on or

what is.,being said around him. Songs and games provide

7,103
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a croative teacher with an unusual opportunity for help-

ing children to listen more attentively and to use Eng-

lish in a pleasurable activity. There is a wealth of

folk songs, stories and games which the teacher may choose

from and whiCh will provide pure enjoyment for the.student

as well as prove to be a.motivating-activity and an avenue

to give further drill in vocabulary.

Universal songs, games and storieeprovide excellent

material for the teacher and may incorporate both English

and Spanish for -the children in a most effeCtive manner.

The following games were found to be effective with

elementary leirel children.

TITLE: I Went To The Store

OBJECTIVE: Zo dev.elop the habit of hearing and retaining

what.is being said
.

PROCEDURE.: .The first student says "I went'to the store

." adding what he bought at the store. The next'stu-

dent must correctly say whatthe first studemilsaid and

add another item to the list of items bought at the store.

The itst must-be repeated correctly including all preceding

items and added to as each student takes his turn. If a

student misses either the succession pf items or the word
1

itself he is out. The game is played until there'is only

one student left who is able to -remember and repeat the

entire list of items correctly.
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Find The Picture

OBJECTIVE.: To give experience with initial sounds.

PROCEDURE:- InAhe center -of a sheet of paper twelve

inches.by 18 inches or ldzger, write a large letter using.

both upper and lower case letters such'as."B" "b".,Then

encourage the children to cut out as many pictures as they

can find beginning with_ that letter: Let-the children

paste the pictures they find around the letter. ',Old. maga-
_

tines, catalogs and other such materials offer the chil-

dren a large variety of stems to choose from.

Children may also make picture dictionaries this

way; an effective and enjoyable activity for them.

c

TITLE: Fruit Basket Turnover

OBJECTIVE: To develop habits% of concentration and of

following oral directions

PROCEDURE: Each'child is given the name of-some fruit

and-takes a seat in the circle -of chairs. There should

be one extra child to be "it". "It" stand in the middle

'of the circle and calla the names 'of two fruits. The two

children with. those fruit names- try to exchange chairs

-the ut

a

Wnich ever

child is.left without a chair is "it". "It" may also say

lt15 -
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"Eruit basket turnover" and all the children must take

a new chair.' "It" attempts to find a chair at this time;

again, the child left without a chair is "it".

TITLE: 3imon Says

OBJECTIVE: Develop ability to follow oral instrIlFtions

PROCEDURE: Children May stand by their desks or they

may form a circle. The teacher or a student-may start

the game by calling directions. If the direction is \\

prefixed with "Simon-says" 'each child must try to follow

that direction and if-a:child fails' they are it. If the

:direction giVen, howe\er, is prefixed with "Teacher says"

or has no prefix the children are to remain as they are

and not obey the directions and the first child to comply

with a direCtion which is not preceded by-"Simon

must sit down.

The directions should be-able to_progress from a

slower rate to more rapid action as the children catch

on to the game. This game provides good practice in

listening for and following instructions, as well as

''+-practice in understanding oral English. Children find

it stimulating and tun and are able Lu waintain a high

level of interest for a longer period of time than they,

might if simply drilling for practice in these areas.
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TITLE: The Curious.Traveler

OBJECTIVE: Listening-and Concentration

PROCEDURE: Each child pretends to be a curious traveler

and-follows directions given-by the teacher qr by one of

the other students.

Example:

6;6

Traveler stood- -up
Looked to his left
Looked to his right
Looked, up
Looked down
Looked all around
Turned to the _left
Turned to the right
Stood on tiptoe
Touched the floor
Smiled and sat down

TITLE: Crossing the Road

OBJECTIVE: More attentive listening

PROCEDURE: The "Road" may be in front of the class

children put their neads down on the table while one

child makes some movement or activity such as hopping

on one foot, jumping, running', skipping, or walking.
-----------------------

across the road. The leader may move slowly or quickly

or both. The children must try to guess what the leader

did and how by the the sounds they heard.,
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ITLE:. Pack a Picnic

OBJECTIVE: Attentive Listening

PROCEDURE: Teacher begins, "Today I'm packing a picnic

-basket, and I'll need some help. put ii some cake.

What will you put in, (names first child)?" Each child

then takes a turn at helping to pack the picnic basket.

They must repeat all that has been said before and add

whatever they would like toPiCk-ftir the-picnic:

If someone leaves something out or puts something

in thewrong sequence they are out.

TITLE: Listen To My Sound.

OBJECTIVE: Practice in hearing initial sounds

°PROCEDURE: Teacher says, "I'm thinking of something in

,this room. -It,begins like the word water. What is it?"

Children may then try to guess what it is by guessing

-everything he can see that begins like the word water with

e "w". When a child answers Correctly he becomes "it".

This game is better when played for short periods

of time and children must be reminded that the chosen ob-

ject must be in plain sight.



ti

TITLE: Alphabet Sequence

OBJECTIVE: Practice in recognizing initial so n

PROCEDURE: One pupil starts the game by saying,

boat-is loaded with Apples." The next student must then

use a word that begins with a "b". The game continues

with each succeeding item following in order of its al-

phabetiCal sequence. If a child stumbles he may ask-.

another child to help him and the game continues.

TITLE: Alike or Different

OBJECTIVE: To develop the ability to distinguish between

similar sounding words

PROCEDURE: . Groups of words with the same or different

endings may be used. The teacher stands apart from the

children who have their backs to her She whispers the

same mord,three or four times. "Come, come, come" or

"Cat, rat, hat." Then she asks the class if the words

are alike or different. Pupil may be called onto re- '

'N7ond.

TITLE: Triplets

OBJECTIVE: practice in Word Recognition

PROCEDURE: tde tical packs of word cards are needed for

this activity. The game is more effective if the teacher

N
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does, not include, too many words in the packs, and it is

more functional if played with very small groups.

The leader selects a card from his pack and calls

out the word on the .card. The children try to see who

can find the word first and place it face upon the table.

The first player,to get rid of-his pack by having all of

the cards turned face up is the winner and may be the=

leadee if the game is 'to be played a second time.

TITLE: Hew Many_ Steps

OBJECTZNE: Practice in quick word recognition

PROCEDURE: Draw a picture of a sidewalk on the black-

board as illustrated below. In each part or section of

the sidewalk write one of the words to be practiced.

Into Across Run Spot Play House . Go

Give each child a chance to take as. "many steps" on the

sidewalk as he can by reading the words correctly which

are on the sidewalk. See how many children are able to

walk all the way across the sidewalk to the ether end.

The sidewalk may be long or short, crookeeor curved,
4

it may use sentences or phrases, or it May be used for

spelling exercises and math equations.
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TITLE: Alert - 0

OBJECTIVE: Practice in word recognition

PROCEDURE: Place a number of cards in the card holder

then write a number on the blackboard. The first child

,takes that number of cards, naming the_words on the cards

as he takes them. Change the number for the next child.

Sight words -may be written on the chalkboard if

preferred and the children may erase the word as he

`names it. Phrases and sentences may also be used ef-

fectively in this manner.

o
0

TITLE: Choose A Card

OBJECTIVE:, Practice in sight word'recognition

A3 PROCEDURE: Word cards from basic word series may be

used for this game. Childr:m sit in a circle on the

floor and the cards are placed face dam in the center

of the circle. A child. chooses a card. If he knows

the word he may keeR it, if he does not know the word
4/

he must put the card on the bottom'of_the pile and the.

next. child draWs a card. The children count the cards

when finished and, the one'with the most.oards is the

winner. Phrase or sentence cards, may also be used,

however, the group participating in this activity should

be very small for maximum effectiveness.



Ringo

OBJECTIVE: To build sight word vocabulary

PROCEDURE: Cards similar to Bingo cards may be made

using words or phrases in the squares instead of nuM-
.

hers. The children may use bottle caps or other covers

as markers and cover words. or phrases as they are called

by the leader. -The leader_ will need a set of flash ,car.ds

with the words 'or phrases to be used in this activity.

TITLE: Rocket Space Flight

OBJECTIVE: Sight word recognition.,

PROCEDURE: Word cards from the basic readers series

May be used for this activity also. Divide the children

into two groups of similar ability - each group is to

pretend they are a spice ship. The teacher places a

number of words side by side on the chalkboard; she

4 then-pronounces one of the words and the first child in

Group One. ,goes to the board and finds the word. If he

finds the correct word, he takes it back to his sea:t,

4 'Group Two them has' their turn and the game proceeds un-

til the words. are all used: .The group 'with 'the most -

cards then has a countdown takeoff and goes around the

room. The cards are replaced'for another game.
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TITLE: Go Around The Hoard

OBJECTIVE: To develop word-recognition skills

PROCEDURE: A piece of heavy paper should have a two inch

margiiiItiark-e&..off around the edge. The margin should then

be divided into spaces in which words are written. Some

sphces may be used for penalties and some for, rewards.

This may be drawn on the blackboard if prefer ed. A marker

should.be provided for each child and a spinner or dice

used tp'determine the number of spaces a child may move.

Each player takes a turn moving clockwise. He

reads the word he lands on. If' he does not know the word

he must return to his last space and the turn passed

to the next player. The child going all the way around

the'board first wins.

Words, phrases and even math equations are effec-

tively learned using this method. Wokds and phrases should

be pronounced correctly the first time or the turn is lost

and the next player may take his turn.

Example:

Move
Ahead

2
Light

Move
Back
3 4

I .

Jump Stand Dig
c

Rope

.. Sing ,

,

.
.

Love

Happy Rain

Run. 'sun

slack
.

Move
Elck. Red

Move
Grass .

.

Cat Move'
,

Ahead
1
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TITLE*, Hunting

OBJECTIVE: Sight vocabulary review

PROCEDURE: Pass out basic vocabulary word cards to all

but one child. As soon s each child knows his word he

holds it up so that it can be seen.by the other children.

The teacher calls out one of the words held by the 'chil-

dren and the child without a card "goes hunting" for

that word. When the hunter finds the correct card, he

may take it to his seat and the child without a card be-

comes the hunter.

The children may need to be reminde& to courteously

relinquish their cards to the "hunter".

TITLE: What Is Missing

OBJECTIVE: To develop visual discrimination and memory

PROCEDURE: Several.small objects such as pencils, toys,

buttons and other items are placed on a table. The chil-

dren must ta}ee. a close look at these objects, then one

child is asked to leave the room and one of the objects

is removed from the-table. The child is asked to re-

turpand4iry to guess which item has been removed.

.- 'This 'activity is better if too many objects are

not used at first; the ndmber of items may be gradually

.built tip as the game progresses. This game is good for

developing color discrimination al6o.
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aUSt Like Me 0'
, ,f1,

ORJECTrim: To provide Pradtk6e'4.n-visual discrimination.

''._,PROCEDURE: The teacher has one- set of-cards; the chil-
.

each have a matching set.,. :The teether or a student

shows a card (a flannel board may be uied)'and the child

-with a matching card calls out "just like me."
c

This Activity is effective with- pictures and letters

as well as --with word-s-and .phrases.-

The following activity is a little more advanced-

-than the-preceding ones and is sug4e,sted Fbr

-7-7----in'grades-five through eight, however, high schOol Stu-,

dents have benefited from these exerbises and have end.

tACyed then:
/

/

tremendom,1y.,

411:0.r4

i

,--
.

TITLE:
.,
'Mickey Mantle

--, ,,
--,

OBJECTIVE:HT0 develop habit of f011owing directions
.

carefully' q

PROCEDURE: Mimeographed sheets of,the-eXercise should

be handed out to students; students should receive only

one copy and. they Should be encouraged to work by them-
. .

sclVes. ,Exprcises are simple enough to be readand
ip

hard enough to be a challenge.

. ' 115 -
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MICKEX 14/14TLE

i
. ,

1.. 'Place the wordslickeyMantle,
_-together with the second word --

. rli.' it aftera er the first.
. .

anC-Drop all M.'s and-the letter
which fo ,cms it in the al-.,
phabet.

. ,
3. Add the second letter of the al-l-

phabet twice, pla.ce one at the
--!'beginning and one at the end,

.

4. Drop the third letter and also .
the sixth letter of the word.

5. If the eleventh letter .of1 the
alphabet-/Is-in the word, drop
it and in its place add the-_
letter which follows it in '
the alphabet.

6. If there are two vowelsrthat
are the same:in the word, drop
the second

\
7.

-

8.

*P.
9.a I 0

--

, 10.

1'
, 1 11.

Drop,the sixth letter of the
word and in its place add the .

letter that comes before it
in the alphabet.

Take the fifth and sixth letters
of the word and place them after
the first letter and -before the,-
second letter of the word.

Add the first letter of the
alphabetafter the second B,-

%Drop the first vowdl before
the first L.

-

Takeathe fouith letter and the
othkr letter that is,.,the same
and place them: both at the end
of the word..

DOESN'T THAT FIT MI.CKEY, MANTLE?

(Thi' answer is Baseball.)
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Two more similar exercises are included here, how-

ever, teachers may make additional-ones using tv titles,

movie titles or other headings.

THE INVADERS

-1. 'But the woids, The'Invaders,
together with the first word
before the second.

Z. Drop the 1st two letters of
the' word and-in their place
put the 3rd and 18th letters'
of the alphabet.

3. Drop the second vowel in
the word:

. .

4. Take the 6th letter and place
it between the 3rd and 4th
letters.

5. Drop the 5th and 7th letters.

6. Take the last vowel in the
word and place it before the
last letter.

a.

7. -Drop th th 1 ter" and in
its place pu the letter that
comes before it-in the alpha--
bet.

8. Place the 20th letter_ol-the----.-
-alphabet after the 4th letter
and before the 5th.

DO THE INVADERS'LOOK LIKE THIS?

(The answer is creatures.)
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MISSION IMPOSSIBLE

Place -the words, Mission
Impossible, .together with
tie .second Word after the
first, ,

2. Drop the ifirst three
'vowels that ate.. the same.-

3. Place the 5th letter at
the end of the word.

-4. Place the 7th letter be-
fore the last letter of
the word.

5. Place the 12th letter of
the alphabet in the word
after the 4th and before
the 5th letters.

6. Drop the 1st two conso-
nants.

7. Drop the 4th, 5th, and
6th letters of the word.

8.- Place the 21stletier of
the alphabet after the
third and before the
fourth letter in the word.

9. Drop the 5th letter and in
its place put the letter
that follows it in the
alphabet.

10. Drop the 2nd and 5th letters
of the alphabet and you will
have the solution.
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STORY TELLING ,

Story telling has always been an effective means

of communication with children. The following us-es of

.stqzy telling are suggested as an aid in teaching.

SUBJUT: Oral English 6

DIVISION: All levels

PROBLEM: To develop better concentration and good
1

listening habits

PROCEDURE: Specific Goal Questioning

Read a story of intense interest to the class

following its presentation with specific goal oriented

questions.

Sometimes it is-more effective to present the

questions before the material is read. This-helps the

students to orient his listening with specific goals

in mind.

SUBJECT: Oral English.

DIVISION: Elementary levels

PROBLEM: Need for more student involvement in activities

PROCEDURE: Characterization of Stories

Before:readilig'thr, story, select'students to be the

characters in the story and to act out the story as it is
t*



-read. Emphasize to,.the ,class that in order for them to

-enjoy-the story the most, they will have to'use their

imaginations to set the mood of the story. The teacher's

5 desk' may. be a tree or a cave or other objects in' the

room may represent necessary props to make the story

More meaningful. Characters may have short, lines to

add interest and Tun:

Three or four words from the story may be written

on the blackboard to be emphasized to the students and

the story should be followed with.a discussion and

questions about the story content. In the lower grades,

the teacher may want to give _the children-mimeographed

pictures of the story to color, or students may be given

a plain sheet of paper and encouraged to draw something

about the story and color it.

While the students draw or color, the teacher may

find it relaxing to the children to play a -children's al-

bui with sing alOng songs or other music the students would

enjoy such as the."Do-Re-Mi Children's Chorus" Album, -Songs

Children Love to Sing, by the Sing-Along Children's Chorus.

Side One
Side Two

Do-Re-Mi
High Hopes My Favorite Things
Old McDonald had a Farm 76 Trombones
The Happy Wanderer This Old Man
Alouette Three Little Fishes
Mairzy Doats The Music Goes Round and Round

He's Got the Whole World In His
Hands
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For grades one and two Animal Stories in Basic

Vocabulary by Dolch and Do1ch,,provide storiessin which

the animals think and act like real people and which the

children love. The All About Story Book illustrated by

John Gruelle and'other famous artists provides familiar
o

well loved stories that-vary in choice: Storie; to en-

tertain, to stir the imagination, to develop emotions,

to amuse or to soothe. In this collection are found the

familiar adventures of Red Riding Hood,.. Peter Rabbit,

The Three Little Pigs, Peter Pan, Cinderella and-Others.

For the older grades such as the third and fourth,

Famous Stories For Pleasure Reading by Dolch and Dolch

include the famous stories called "The, Arabian Nights".
. -

Most Of these stories have come from India, Persia,

Arabia and Egypt and included are such stories as "Ali

Baba and the Forty Thieves", "Aladdin and The Wonderful

Lamp", "Sinbad the Sailor", "The Magic Carpet", and "The

Fisherman and the Genie". A mimeographed copy of a

,world -map may be given to the children to color and to

relate particular places concerned with in the story

more clearly to themselves and to the world: This map

might6emphasize the continents and countries which pro-

vide the backgrounds and settings for the stories such

.as the "Arabian Nights".
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DICTIONARY

Most students rack motivation^for using a diction -

ary. The following exercise is helpful in stimulating

interestin dictionary use and in providing students

with practice in becoming proficft.ent in that capacity.

_SUBJECT: Dictionary-Use

DIVISION: Sixth through Eighth Grades

PROBLEM: No interest in and difficulty in using the

dictionary

PROCEDURE: Word Meaning Race

Divide the class.or group into teams, students

tr

may each work as individuals if preferred; supply each

student with a dictionary if possible. Write a word,

name,. city, or abbreviation on the blackboard and at

a signal the students, will compete against each other

to see who cane find the word in the dictionary first,

Keep score on the blackboard and give points for

first, second, third and fourth places; bonus points

may be offered if the teacher feels they are appropriate.

This activity is ideal forintroducingnew words and word

meanings. This activity may also be adapted for non-com-

petitive use at the teacher(s discretion, depending upon

the needs of the students.
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SCROOL BULLETINS AND NEWSPAPERS

Q

A newspaper7or school bulletin provides an excel-
*

lent activity fOr students with problems in the language

arts. Motivation and interest are stimulated in many

areasbecause students enjoy reading about themselves
0

and their friends, and because everyone has something
:

Makes
J

about them which, 'what they say and write and do
0

, 1 ,

-a-peraonal-ac,cbmplishment wh_ep they havetcommunicated

it to another party. The merits of a school bulletim or

a school newspaper as a means of language arts instruction

are obvious when one considers the 'work needed to write.a

publication of this nature and the effort required to ed-

it and read it. The results are rewarding for,both stu-

dentsand teacher.-

The role of advisor or sponsor -Mould be somewhat

relegated to the "silent partner" in A business. The piper

or bulletin should be the publication of the students for

the greatest effectiveness as a learning experience. The

sponsor and advisor should be careful not to assume too

much control and should allow the students as much responsi-

bility as possible from assignments to distribution. If

the teacher desires to build responsibility in her students

they must be allowed to accept and carry out responsibility.

The advisor should be nothing more than an advisor whenever
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possible; the advisor should also.act- as a buffer between

his staff and the administration if the need arises.

SUBJECT: Newspaper PIoject

DIVISION: Third through Eighth Grades "

PROBLEM: Need to motivate and involve students in

school activities

PROCEDURE: School Newspaper

A school newspaper project may be initiated and

may serve many functions. It may provide reading matet-

ial which stimulates .the_studentsthinking-and provides

a channel through which students can express themselves.

Students may select a name for the paper. The

paper, itself, may consist-of contributions by all the

reading classes and/or special assignments-:_y Contribu-

tiOns are picked by tudents,' edited by students, then

typewritten on stencils and mimeographed.. This may be

done on colored atencils i desired.

Students should be enth to write the fea-

tures and other sections of the apex and the teacher

may help thedwhenever necessary wh spelling, punctu-

ation and vocabulary. The students,\however, should be

'encouraged to do as much as possible_by. bemselves. ,A
a
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schedule might be set up whereby once a week, students

are given a forty minute period to write contributions

for the newspaper. Contributions may consist of any

experiences over the weekend, trips, television programs,

comic books, announcements such as Boy Scout meetings,

Camp.Fire.Girls Meetings, play grdund rules and sports

plus a
o

report of baseball or ?ootLairgames or other
P

.

events anethe names of those okaying o,r. participating.

A few jokes and riddles, or 'a crossword'iuzzel might

also be included, as well as other features which might

include interviewing assignments in which a student or

a group of students right interview teachers or student

of-the-month.

Students should have a choice of signing their
- -----

names to their contributions,, initialing their only, or

of remaining anonymous if they desire.

The paper, may be published every two or three

weeks, at the discretion of the supervising teacher based

upon the time needed by the students to get the news arti-

cles and cther features written, gathered, edited and coM-

piled ready for''publication.

Mimeographed copies may be passed out during read-

ing class and students should be allowed time to, read and

enjoy them.
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A school newspaper provides an effective channel

through which students may express themselves vith fewer
O

inhibitions than in other more formal teaching programs.'

The. paper provides a stimulating activity for maintaining

a high level of interest in school, for most students and

af building a feeling of loyalty and school spirit. The

paper also provides reading material that thft students

enjoy, thus affording them added opportatity practice

many -forms of the language arts as they prepare their

contributione, S:t as editors and compilers and in general

prepare -the paper for publication.

SUBJECT: School Bulletin *

DIVISION: Fifth through Twelfth Grades*

. -PROBLEM: Provide learning experiences and recognition

for students and to involve them in more

school activities

PROCEDURE: School Bulletin

A bulletin is inexpensive and can be very useful.

The staff should be organized aad planned well and should

. be composed of students; keep in mind that one of. the pri-

mary functions of a'school bulletin is to give recognition

to the students that really need it. The bulletin can, of

course-, also be used as a source of material in the class-

room.' The teacher should'allow.time in class once or
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twice a week, for the students to write', correct and

turn in ,stories. Students should'be encouraged to

act as reporters and to be on the look out at all times

for items and news which they think would be useful or,
-

enjoyable as part of the bufletin.

Students Who .o not widh to be reporters or edi-

tors should be encouraged to become involved in priritlag,

stapling, compiling and correcting spelling or inother

jobs suitable to their interests and tal4nts.

Following are some suggested subjects.. topics or_ -

ideas that may be included the bldetin: an advice

column, jokes, sports, band activities, dedications,,.pic-

tures, contests such as spelling, writing, word scrambles

or opinkonpolls on long hair, smoking, mini-skirts,; make -

up or the.'latest hit song and top recordingrartists. Edi-
. N .

torials might include subjects such as litter on campus

or behavior at assemblies.

The bulletin might be sold to the student body,

given Iree,'or 'printed specifically for .your classes.

If the paper-is sold, the profits may be used to pro-
bs.

vide prizes for the winners of the contests.
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MATHEMATICS

ro

SUBJECT: Mathematics

DIVISION Fifth through E'ighth Grades s.

PROBLEM: Need for practice'-in basic 'arithematic:

addition, subtraction, multiplication,
. .

,anedilasion

PROCEDURE: practice Worksheets

In order to develop,more sp'eed and accuracy 4

arithematic.Skills, 'whenever students hAlPe any

free time they should be encouraged to practice' in.

addition,,auhtraction, multiplication, or division bn.

an *ptional worksheet of problems ditVed for *theii .

convenience and availability.

Answer sh'eets-should also be available, and .stu-

dents allowed to check and correct their own ani4ers or

for ..he students to refer to, depending upon individual

needs and desires.

.
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TEACHING MATERIALS

-SUGGESTED: CRITERIA FOR. TEACHING° MATERIALS
-/..

.

Varied and meaningful techniques and ap-Vroaphes

to learbing will be made more effective, with special

equipment - it s essential thaeVooks and na`erials

be available which are especially designed to meet the

needs of these children. This-'may mean that such
:; ::

%.

teriais must be created or written by an imaginative

and sensitive teacber.

The overridirig criterion shOuld be the effectiva-,
. ,4"4.

mess of materias in terms of solving the problems ex-'

istent in hindering the deprived child from haing mean=

ingful educational experiences. It is, therefore, ne-

cessa% to develop ins trumentA far evaluating materials

and forfrmeasuring their effectiveness.
i

Materials must be culturally fair; the teaching

Value of material does not depend on examples and illus-

trations taken from a ftliddle class life style. Materials

should be culturally neutral for greatest effectiveness.

Language materials, especially, must be culturally fair;

an example might be the use of science experiments or

,art lessons as valuable vehicles for-language teaching:.,
4
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Illustrations should 6e alli;urally appropriate

- without-indlaging in ethnic stereotypes or in fact,

stAreotypes_ofany kind. This will help to strengthen

the relationship between the home-and the school.

Achievement tests, "intelligence" tests, and -

other-similar measures must be drastically modified and
A

considerable knowledge and background experience us,
.:

,.. -;,.. -- -
I- '. -.7.., -

to validify and I-dapt these 'tests in some sitUations,
, - e

-------, _
. . ,,- for instance, locally with the bicultural and bilingual

problem extreme modification and sensitivity in inter-
..

pretation must Ate used in grouping children and in eval-

uating their performance.

Materials which make use of the children's back

griloWds-and,experiences and which encourage the children

to relate those experiences to school .are desirable and

even essential.

_ Materials must he appropriate to the ability
, -

level of the' pupilt: Materials which insure easy ini-

tial succesi are necessary for improving self-confidence

and motivation. Increases in the level of difficulty

should be gradual and even. This does not, however, im-

ply the use of primary level-materials with older stu-

dents; Colder childen must not be insulted with "pri-,

mary level materials. It is also important to this
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particular, type of children that materialsot be reused

with which the children have failed previously.

Materials which call for constructing concrete

experiences and which emphasize active learning are es-

pecially essential with pripiary.pupils who nave not had

average middle class experiences in dealing with symbols..

Primary- language courses should make extensive, use of

actual objects and experiences rather than always using

pictures for representation. The over use of -still pic-

tures, unless used imaginatively, has the added defect

of encouraging passive learning.

Science, art, music, mathematics and social studies

must also be considered and used as vehicles for language

instruction and to facilitate effective acculturaticn pro-
.

ceases in areas withproblems such as South Texas.

Materials should be interesting, unusual and at-

tractive according to modern standards of clear design

and 3,egibility whenever possible. They should involve

the children and engage their attention. Standard or

jatraditional classroom 'materi ls and procedures should be

studiously evaluated before utilization and materials which

have proved boring or Ineffective should be replaced with

more appealing and effective aids.
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Materials which call for analytical thinking on

the student's part are highly desirable, and those mater-

ials which, because of their structure; require rote learn-
..

ing and matching and guessing to find answers are highly

undesirable.:

Concepts should be presented in a variety of ways
*

and by using a variety of materials. This will help to
4

account for individual differences of students. and insure

the transference of knowledge: Frequent reviews, with the

= same conceptd re-presented in different ways are necessary

and very effective.

Richness and variety of materials should be a ma-

jor aim when considering teaching aids. Puzzles, games,
. ..

manipulative toys, building blocks and 'other interest

holders such as Etch-A-Sketch and giant kaleidoscopes pro-

vide worthwhile contributions as teaching materials. Sim-

ple cameras such as a poloroid swinger also make valuable

tools for learning experiences for disadvantaged children.

A battery, of readiness activities, to strengthen

basic mental skills, may provide experiences necessary

for success in school, which are lacking in a pupil's

background, and which are essential to successful learn-

ing experiences. A battery of culturally fair reading°
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readiness activities are also vital: In the South Texas

area, all oral language teaching materials used by Corps

members, were-of necessity designed expressly for Spanish

speaking children, as well as for those who dpoke English--

This may also be a matter of necessity or of greater ef-

fectiveness for other teachers facing, problems dealing

with various ethnic or minority groups.

Instruttion in beginning reading in Spanish was

found to be highly desirable where such a large percent-

age of the deprived children spoke Spanish as their first

language and, in fact, many spoke only Spanish or an ex-
i

,tremely limited English. Suitable materials'wi 1 1 usually

meet the criteria suggested here in addition to being in

line with moder concepts of language teaching as outlined

by Lado.

To illustrate the application of these criteria

without exclusion of materials, presently in use., the fol-

lowing suggestions are offered. First, a brief descrip-

tion of a few of the commercial materials already suitable

and available, and second, a few'collective ideas and sug-

gestions found effective by the Corps members to stimulate

the imagination of the reader.
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COMMERCIAL MATEl'S

Oral English:

Primary - Lancaster, Louise,'IntroducingEnglish, An

Oral Pre-Reading Program for Spanish-Speak-

ing Primary Pupils, Boston: Houghton-Mik-

flin Co., 1966.

Introducing. English is ;a good model based on a

linguistic approach, and is generally Appropriate or a-

daptive to the 1 cal situation. The illustrations are

well drawNand a so culturally appropriate.

This bock could provide the basis _for a complete

oral English primary, program. Complete dependence upon

the illus'trative material,included with the course will,

however, decrease the,effectiveness of the, course, as

is pointed out,by the author. The author makes sug-

gestions for providing more concrete experiences rather

than relying too heavily upon the use of pictures in the

classroom. Pictures are symbols, and disadvantaged chil-

dren lack sufficient experience in thinking symbolically

to make the pictures as meaningful and as effective as

a teacher may desire.

Expansion of the role of concrete experiences in

the course, discovery of means by which pictorial symbols
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may be clearly related to real things, and the addition

of supportive or reinforcing activities and games can

result in an extremely useful productive course.

Secondary and Adult, - Lado, Robert, and Charles Fries,

English Sentence Patterns, Ann Arbor Michi-
.4

can: University of Michigan Press, 1957.

In the words of the authors,, this course is "an

intensive course in English" for "pnderstanding and pro-

ducing English grammatical structures". The approach is

completely oral and has been successfully used for sever-

al years-, by Peace Corps volunteers teaching English in

Latin America.

It could also be adapted to provide a core for a

secondary or adult Program. The Possibility exists of

modifying the course and #dapting it for use with inter-

mediate level children, also., The book contains a gold

mine of information and is excellently structured, how-

ever, illustrative material is not included and program

planners would be required to suggest appropriate rein-

forcementactivities, teaching aids and audio-visual

aids.

--theCCurse is also versatile enough to be adapted

to people speaking little or no English or to people who

speak some English but need improvement in concepts and

in word understanding and fluency.
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Engliih Pattern Practice - Lado and Fries

English Pronoundiation - Lado and Fries

English Vocabulary - Lado and Fries
,

These above texts are useful,for developing an

oral English program. They were designed for a college

program 'but could be adapted successfully for use with

primary and intermediate students.

)A guide for teaching English as a secofd language

to SApansh speakers has-been developed by the Tuson,

Arizona public schools. It was adapted largely from

the Lado and Fries course. Information concerning this

program can be obtained by contacting:
t

Dr. Ramirez, Title I, Region A Office,
Edinburg, Texas

Teaching English, as a Second Language by Allen is

helpful to the teacher in using an oral English program.

Teaching English is a mimeographed course outline from:
. .

The U. S.-Office of Education, Cooperative Research Branch,

Project 2821, Muriel R. Saville, 1965, Research Assistant,

USOE, Fresno State College.

This guide is helpful in the primary grades and its

major concern is with English pronunciations and sentence

patterns difficult for the Spanish speaking student.

i

t

.
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Remedial Reading: f

Intermediate - Sullivan, M. W., Programmed Reader,

Behavioral Research Laboratories, Box 577,

Palo Alto, California, 1966.

Useful'for second grade through eighth grade.

This programmed reader is designed especially for re-

medial slower learning students. It allows easy

tial success and builds up a complex reading skill.

Supplementary cartoon reading books are included with

the programmed reader.

Using a method based on phonetics, the Reader

helps build skill in reading more rapidly than most

programs. However, no rote "rules" are cited; every-

thing is learned by practice and through trial and

error. Book One, is very easy yet interesting enough

that even very discouraged children are eincouraged

proceed. Children who have lacked success in scho

before, may begin to read succes4fully from this book..

The Sullivan Reader is the best piece of mater-

ial found so far for this age group among the deprived

children with whom the teacher corps worked in this area.

The children found it interesting, many did not want to '

atop reading even when time was, up for their reading

period. The course provides excellent practice in
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English sentience patterns and proper verb endings. Coll-o

siderable improvement in attitudes toward reading, desire

to progress,, and in better sound discrimination, word-

attack skills and other reading skills can be noted al-,

most from the beginning of the course.

Since some words are included in the Course -for

their phonetic form alone, some vocabulary items are un-,

familiar. to Spanish speaking children and must be dx-

plained and illustfatea. However, this proves to be a
4

minor difficulty as the interest generated by the course

more than compensates for the,defect.

The course has been most successful with children

in grades-four and above, however, some third grade pu-

pilps have also benefistted considerably from it.

A complete remedial reading prOgram,may.be based

. on the program outlined in the Sullivan Reader, adapted
.

with audit-Visual aids and activities which stimulate in-

terest among the students and compensates for cultural

differences. 'Tape recordings to accompany the course are

also available. Teacher mAd:.: te.pes are very, useful, as

well. as any activities designed to increase the trans-

ference of knowledge from teacher to student.

,Behavioral Research Laboratories also puts out a

programmed reading course for adults which merits in-
,

vestigation.
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Miami Linguistic Readers have been used with con-

siderable success with Spanish speaking,people in Florida

and elsewhere. They,are programmed to be used in the re-

gular classroom beginning in the first grade and the pro-
..

gram includes work bdoks and chart books.

S.R.A. "high gear" programmed reading designeeefor

the non-readerr specifically the hen-reading teenager and

adult. It is an eighteen month program aimed "at qualify-

ing a non-reader to read at the eighth grade level at th.:

end of that period of time.

\
Frostig Reading Readiness Kit contains a measure-

me t device for effective student placement in programs.

and ctivities. The Frostig Kit has been highly recom-
.

mended by a Program director in Edinburgh, Texas, where

it was f u nd to be very usefAl a.nd effective.

Miscellanedus Materials:

'Other uggested related aids for oral English are

listedpelow. 'These suggestions were also found useful

in all classes aria programs entailing a good deal of

reading on the part\ of the student.

Newspapers

Magazines 4. Life, Post, Sports Illustrated,

Popular Mechanics, Hot-Rod, Fashion

410.1
4
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Reader's Digest Skill Builders- - Class set can
1

be used or individual hooks can be used for

selections to read to the class

Phonics We Use - Books are arranged in grade

level according to letters, e.g., Book A

is first grade level,.Book B is second grade

level 7

,ilt.Readi.ng'Books '- Books such as those of Dr.Seuss,

The Cat in the. Hat, Hop and Pop, One Fish

Two Fish

Derworthy's Laguna Language Series - Caperucita

-Roja, Los Tres Osos, Los' Cuatro Cantantes

.de Guadajajara, El Flautista de Jamelin,

Dona Cigarra y Cana Cigueno

The above materials listed under the Lacuna Lan-

guage Series entail a filmstrip, a record, sand

a story book set in Spanish and can be ordered

from: Brawn and Associates, Inc., P. O. Box

471, Bryan, Texas.'
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To develop motor skills necessary for the student

to acquire before he begins to read and write the follow:-

ing materials have proven useful: Assorted picture puz-

zles, mazes of graduated difficulty, modeling clay, ryttin

band sets, manipulatiye objects sUchas sisseirs, large

wooden construction blocks.. A-laive number of.manipula-

tive toys and "discovery" rctivities can be.ordered from

Creative Playthings, Inc., such as, parquetry blocks, de-.

sign cities in wooden boxes or graded circles, squares,

triangles.in holes and similar items.

Art materials and activities facilitate the devel-

opment of so many of the senses and skills: magic markers

in all- colors, newsprint paper, te:2pra paints, finger

paints'. Motor skills may also be enhanced through Checkers,

Monopoly, .Bingo and,similar commercial games per se, or

Adapted.
S

Creative Playthings also offeLs a wide selection

of materials aimed majorly at developing visual and audio

perception. AThe development of perception skills are

-necessary to increase the child's awareness of himself

in his environment and to help him to relate meianingfully

' and with self-confidence to those around him and to his

environment. Effective materials in this area are: pri-

.'mary color patidles, sets of liquid prisms, comparer

6
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lens, large prisms, round' flexible mirrors, magnifying
\'

glasses, microscopes, and kal iedescopes.
,.

. .

Full length 'mirrors are wonde rillly intvestingways

-for children to become aware of themselves ,and others, and-
.

I

'

of theii relatio IPAo the' environment. Photographs
a'

3 .

taken by the chi drenlwith a Polaroid _camera are fun and

'inexpensive and mey be invaluable for developing language

a

.

concepts, experience charts,-and self-image activities.
. .

Games based on content of sualiyare Reader and

Introducing Englith may replace to some extern~. repeti-
: .

1 tious drills. Phonics Bingo and other bingo games dez.
. .t

signed so that words and pictures match, ior go that sen-
.

tence phrases match, or so that letegr mach are fun and

often very effective if dandled well.
- /

Comparative'. Word lists of conflicting expressions

in English and Spanish, to use as a guide to what expres-

s.icAs bust be emphasized in teaching, are often very suc-

cestful. Paperback dictionaries have also proven of worth

fo students of ,intermediate level or older.
'

A large collection of objects repre;enting basic

-vocabulary items may be useful, especially for primary

. pupili. A rich supply of extra reading books, picture

.books, posters and attractive things' to hang up in the

classroom will inspire 'nterest and reduce the "grimness

ofethe school atmosphee.
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,:ShOrt field trips in the-locality of the school

Soietimes effectively increase- audio - visual perception.

Experiments of kinds and partialarly science ma-

terials which involve no reading on the part of the,St-u-
.,

dent and which are based on an experimental cpproach are
4.r. awe.

excellent 'for their own sake and can be uktfor-profitabl;r

for language teaching, as,well as for audio-visual per-

Sepion. d

Songs Od.playlets are often usefIll for develop-
,

ing percep"tion, recognition, identification and for role

playing and again, they invo1e necessary and desirable

practice in oral English. . Talking puppets and finger

,

puppets are" early loved by the children and enjoyed at
. 4-k.' 42

, -

-ne ::ly all age levels and may be used in a variAy 0:k=Nt---

'interesting ways as valuable teaching tools:'-'
r \- 7

\

\
Records of folk music from all over the world

,

AfriCan drums, Balinese gamelan orchestra, and Mexican
. -

....'

_folk es - -brOaden 'the child/'s world and present. ,

the student with new experiers for learning concepts.

They arf, also ery good r use during free uainting

seseIons. R cords of/radio'shows'slich as "The Lone

Ranger." also gdod liseening'exercises, if they are

clear a d understandable.

Tape recordings encourage story telling lesson

yd also act as aids, to language courses. Tapes ai

/
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--,, records af-familiar-sounds are excellent-a-Ctivities to..(1.....-
,

_ - I.

deverop Listening and,recognition skills. The-most ef---,A. .- .v, _
_i-----

fective of these .are usually teacher made for children.

enjoy hearing tRmselves and their class mates more
: 1

.- . .
. . .

than they' do other records. Listening stations and ear-

phones can enhance the value rand effectiVeness of tape

recording's and records whenever they are available.
'5

Disney nature films, available from either Brandon

-or Coronet. Films may be scheduled as special enriChmente

: activities once or twice a semester or as often as seems

feasible and is permissible. Color slides of people,

things and-laces which are familiar to the children,
st.

sometimes taken fgpm an unusual camera angle, also makea--
good perception"&xerciaes.

The following ideas are outlined in more'-detail
2
to assist the realder's-imagination in the utiljzation

of Various materials.

I. Sound and Sense Activity Battery
- .

A. Purpose

..,
1. To he'ighten awareness of the environment

t and of sense data
//

2. To teach vocabulary and language structures
_

.

1.

neceasary for description of sense data -
0

valuable descriptive expressions often
-.1

overlooked in language teaching
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3. To improve self- expression

4. To broaden children's experience

4 5. To aid in teaching both writing and

oral English for bLth English. and'

Spanish students

6. To provide concrete experiences for

writing, experience charts, and for
.

discussions

II. Animated and Live Action Films Produced Locally

A. Purpose

1. Short films, one to two minutes, for use

in single concept teaching

2. Candid films of the children taken on the

playground to provide discussion and ex-

perience chart opporIunities and to use

as self-image development activity

3. Longer films, five to fifteen minutes, to

motivate interest in a given topic or to

illustrate an idea which is cumbersome to

explain verbally, but which-is easily ex-

posed graphically.

B. Material,s and Equipment

1. Super-8 camera is good for classroom use

and is much less expensive.than 16mm
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2. Single concept teaching machine or a

Super-8 projector

3. Film and processing equipment for winding

finished film on endless-loop cartridges

for case in single concept machine, if

desired

C. Scope and Method of Application

1. The films-e-t-e-mede-to accompany struc-

tured oral language or reading programs

2. The films are intended to excite in-

terest, stimulate curiosity, provide

topics for discussion, and broaden

horizons, rather than to teach specific

subject matter

AUDLO-VISUAL

Audio-visual equipment and programs are becoming

increasingly effectiv'e and almost essential as effec-

tive teaching tools. Many times teachers do not take

advantage of these valuable aids because they are una-

ware of muck of the A-V material that is available to

them, because of the time element involved in ordering
. .

films or because the sources of such material are un-

known or not available. Besides the lack of an organ-
ized A-V program, teachers may need help in operating
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equipment such as movie cameras, projectors, language laks,

tape recorders or othei equipment.

Demonstration lessons for individual teachers or for
4

the faculty as a ,group should be'set up to familiarize all

teachers with how to operate A-V equipment and how to util-'

ize and obtain A-V materials. Some schools may have the

means and the staff at its disposal to have full or part

time equipment operators to aid teachers in use of audio-

visual equipment and materials.

AdminiStrators should encourage teachers in the use

of such aids and equipment as much as poseible; teachers

will be more effective and students will be more interested

in learning and in school. A-V' handbooks may be made avail-

able giving information concerning available A-V equipment

and material and the sources where they may be obtained. Free

films catalogs and resource materials should also be secured

and made available to the teachers for easy selection and pro-

curement of films and other materials.

Free films catalogs and resource materials are avail-

able from the following sources:

Educator's Guide to Free Films, Randolph, Wisconsin:

Educator's Progress Service - 2Ith Edition, 1967. Cost:

59.50 per copy: Updated and revised editions are offered

each year, 611 sources of selected free educational materials;
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this makes it possible for elementary teachers to acquire

a rich collection of booklets( maps, charts, and posters,

exhibits and magazines.

The Educator's-Guide includes: film listings and

content descriptions, cross reference index on closely re-

lated films and fields, filT.tj..±.1e-----dWieTect matter

. in d-x-whrES-rists specific subject references in alpha--
beti,:al order for convenience nd a source and -availability

index giving the terms and,conditions of loans, addressLs

and also qudting probable availability of films by sources.

The Guide does request that when asking for films, offi-

cial stationary be used; one way postage is usually paid. /

Telephone Films Catalog may be obtained from locl

,Bell Telephone Company. This source offers a wide vari-

ety of effective material and also contains programs and

teaching suggestions and aids with films.

As aids they will provide free booklets and science

demonstrations a demonstrator"May explain new develop-

ments in telephone science and technology or there are an

excellent series of tine hour films in science, music, tech-

nical science and films of general interest.,

Army Catalog of Films, Head quarters Fourth U. S.
v4,

Army, Fort Sam Houston, Texas, Elamplet 108-1. These
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films are available for public non-profit exhibition and

are excellent' for social studies such as Geography, as

well as for Science and Health.

A World History and Geography Teacher's Guide to

Sources of Free Loan Films, Compiled by Gary E. Thomson,

Free Loan Film Guides, P. 0. Box 305, Healdsburg, Cali-

fornia, 95448. Cost: $3.00. This is a catalog of sources,

not individual films; It provides an address list of 171

sources.

In emphasizing the importance of using films as a

1teaching method it is wise to point out that one of their

greatest advantages is that they are welcomed by the stu-

dents and usually are able to hold the attention of the

students. They are an excellent method of presenting ma-

terial to students also because they provide variety, break

the monotony of routine and create an atmosphere of free

discussion. Films may dramatize, explain and clarify sub-

ject matter ttat may not be grasped by students otherwise.

The success of films is in part contingent upon the

teacher's planning and application of them in her

teaching program. Like most methOds, a teacher should

be sensitive and realize that problems may arise from

depending too much on one method and that films ate not



the answer, to all -s-tudent-Frobaems of motivation and

involvement; their success depends on the teachers use

of them.

Any teaching tool will become dull td, the stu-

dents and to the teacher through over use. *f used too

frequently, films may have a negatilre effect the at-

titudes of the students; students may.become indiffer-

ent to t hem and see them as a time to goof off or see

in them only entertainment value with no educational

goal satisfied.

Teachers should clarify the purpose of the film

and impresthe students with the'merits to be gained'

by viewing it. . Other methods should be utilized for

variety. The administration should recognize the vari-

ety of-teaching methods and ,encourage teachers to,pro-

vide many, approaches and"methods in their teaching pro-

grams.

For best resultS, a teacher should preview films

which are being considered for use in the class.rooma d

weigh its possible effect op the students. After ev

sting the film, the teacher may find it° effective to

.give a short introduction of content and goals and re

late the subject matter to something the students havE\

studied or are about to study. The teacher may also
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find it desirable to discuss difficult words or concepts

with-the students or mention some points of special in-
,

terest to look for which should be followed up with a

discussion after viewing the film.

Planning is4 essential and it is the responsibility

of the teacher to plan for and select films applicable to

the students and learning goals of her-- o-la-g-des. The run-

! ;
fling time of the fil:11 should he considered in relation to

'the attention span of the students. Catalogs mentioned,

in the method dLs section contain prattically all the in-

formation, teacher will need: short description on the

content, the date film was made, the running time and

indications as to whether the film is in black and white;

some also suggest4the grade level for which the film can

Re -most effectively used.

4



AP.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

Since this report indicates that there is a clear'

relationship:between economic and educational deprivation,

any hope.to eliminate or greately lessen the.incidence of

.either would -be severely limited unless the means can be

provided to raise the educational-levels of deprived per-

° sons. ,Of necessity., this problem must be approached

the local level. In the South-Texas area there are man:
.

cultural factors that impede this goal - particularly

with the Menican-American ethnic group. Certain obstacles

may require greater effort and a larger expenditure of

time and funds-, however, an over all program or campaign

to eliminate and diminish economic and educational depri-

vation in this area must take this grOup into account; a

major success among, this group would be an indicator of

success in other areas, also.

In an effort to discover and initiate effective

methods and their practical application in educating

the deprived child, psychological costs incurred in

transculturation must be recognized and dealt with.

Since affective processes are unseen, teachers often

seem unaware of what is occurring. This lack of
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A

comprehension of the processes of'affedtive development

by teachers, almost sole Concern for teachi\ng content,

and even callousness, at times, are some of the basic

reasons why affective deve opment has*been neglected.

Measures to overcome some of the problems stemming from

this neglectlinclude knowledge_of both Anglo and Mexican-

American cultures aind sensitivity training for teachers

and educators. Some of the problems in experimental\

programs developed to.combat such neglect have arisen,

because of the absence of teachers proficient in both \

languages, scarcity,of quality materials or knowledge

of material availability and sources.for obtainment,

lack of acceptance of such programs by teachers, par-

ents and pupils and lack of sensitivity on the teacher's

part.

To be successful, a youngster-must have a good

self-concept and feel-successful in what he is doing in

school. Feelings of inferiority and'inadequacy are re-
.'

inforced when children are placed in situations over

which they have little or no control, where they have

no feelings of success and out of which there is no es-

cape except rejection or wi-t-hdrawal. These youngsters

need to.be able to feel proud of their parents and of
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their cultural backgroundS in order to be functional

in society or as human beings. They must feel that

their teachers care and are genuinely interested in

them.

Students' and their parents need to feel that

they are accepted as equals and that suggestions made

by them are important enough for consideration. In-

creased parental involVement will increase the possi-

bility of the students' success. It is recommended

that teachers working in povetty areas with education:

ally deprived children establish rapport with parents

whenever possible. Home visits are often effective and

help teachers to develop insight into the background ex-

periences and problems of their students; parents, too,

are more likely to feel teachers are sincerely inter-

ested in their children through personal contact. Par-

ent-teacher conferences should be schecduled for the

discussion of student progress or problems.

An effective teacher must incorporate both em-

pathy and objectivity into her teaching methods and

programs and into her individual relationships with her

students. Considerable patience is often required when

working with deprived children and a.t.eacher must becr

dedicated and consistent to be' successful in prcividing
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me$ningfla learning experiences for these children.
.

Creati.irity in presenting teaching materials and methods

will offer variety And enlarge opportunity for student

involvement in activities and learning experiences. A

quiet 61.asSroom doesnot necessarily mean that students

' are learning. .-- perceptidn in dealing with each student

*. will enable teachers to effectively reach the majority

of their students, the bored And ,the uninterested, as;

well as the interested and alert dhildren. Audio-visual

materials may begone meansof motivating otherwise un-
P

interested or unpercettive students wit1i. a desire to

learn.

Agiin4 it must be stressed, that genuine interest

be shown and developed- by.the teacher for these students
./

to achieve the' greatest effectiveness.. Most students

can ;readily detect insineprety in.their teachers. At-
.

tentive,listeninvhas often proved 'to be the key to a

student's interest; A child's enthusiasm can be dom-
..

pletely destroyed if he is given the,feeling that others

do not care about him or,about what he is talking. In.

many cases, teachers may hot be able to reach students
. ,

through. classroom work and activities al9ne. r,t

visable foi teachers to de4ote some time outside of the

classroom where they can.bec'ome involved in activities

where the Itudents are interested or participating.
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Giving extra time is often difficult, .but will produce
?,

rewarding, positive results.

An effective way of dnveloping rappOrt with stu-
.

dents outside of the.classroom isthrNugh. intramural acti-

vities; such programs servemany functions and should be
--

part of school curriculums. They provide activities' that

contribute to a studenti.s interest in attending and stay-

ing in school; they proyide an opportunity frIr the student .

to imprbve his self-image through increased chances f

success'in variouslactivities; they, provide teachers with

an increased opportunity to become clover to some of their

more withdrawn students, or.problem students. Intramural

programs should include boys and girls plogramS. Many,

times activities are provided for boys, such as athletics,

and girls programs are occluded almost entirely.
.

Boyd who
#

.

are not "good" en'o'ugh to' compete ,in regular athletic pro-

grams are also often excluded. Ineramurals may be sche-

duled in sports as well as in scholastic spheres.

Formal ed \ic tional programs have the potential of
,

improving influences upon economic conditions and of in-
/

tegratin4 and developing cultural charActeristibs which

will enable Mexican-Americans to have increased, mean-
'

ingful educatiOnal opportunities whichwill increase their 0

)teAances for greater, more effective participation in tho

dominant cultUre.
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A school district with more than eight 'or ten

students who do not speak English, above the Headstart

Program or first grade level, should have at least, one

intensive-oralEnglish,class with a,well trained teacher

using the ',I.atestolinguistfc methods and techniques. A'

systemetized bi-lingual program for teaching, English as

second language should be init2ated_in all areas' where

there are large minority groups of bilingual students

and whd.use English as a second language The teacher'

,

't.'
,
knowledge of .Spanish'in Sbuth Texas is almost egsenti.5,1

.
%

.,
,in- working effectively with 'educationally deprived chil-

;.
, ...

dren, in,.this area.
f.

An oral English and vocabulary'class should be in-

cluded at the junior-high school level for those students

which have Caffi-culty with language pfoblems. This class

should concentrate in-reinfOrcing a student's vocabulary

and increasing his proficiency in everyday .communication

,s

a

patterns through the use of oral drills, educational word

games, written drills, oral reading or through whatever

methedi prove toe most effective. By providing practice

for the Spanish speaking child to master the Eng4sh

."--

guage the class wbuld also help to improve his sell-iMage

and,=;strengthen his confidence an_ ability to perform well

in other classes and outside of the classroom.

- 1,(t.-
-
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Greater/ use of human resources in. the surirounding

/

community shodiebe one of the goals of the educational

program in th4 schools. Utilization of peopll/from vari-
.

1 /

ous areas of employment 4nd professions in the community
, :

may be invited to presenit talksto the students. Voca-
f

tiotral courses'such as 4osmotOlogy, barbering, photography,.

mechanics and busineis
j

Courses should be included in the

secondary' curriculum ',4ong with welding, home economics

and agriculture and others thatseem particularly app

cable to the area. In the upper grades, the schools may
1

1 ft:

find it valuable to sOonsor a program to /'check the possi-
1

Ibilities of finding part-time employment for students
-1'

needing or desiring such an opportunity' and of placing.
i

students in working positions throughout the businesses

in the communities.
\

.

The communii-ies\should be encouraged to stpport

the schools and to becomf involired in / school activities
\

\ -

in all feasible areas. Ed\ ucation of:the community is

,

often as vital as that of\the children, for ignorance-

in the community leads to- roblems at nearly all .levels

in the school program. Tea6hers-shOuld be aware that

their relationships with,the\commun'ity are almost as

important as their teacher-stdent'relationships and

they' should be en,couraged to-S\uppqt and participate in

comMiinity activities and proje4ts.1

\
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One of the goals of compilation of this dita is

to assist in a local and national effOrt to provide ef-

feCtive educational programi in- order that each child

May realize his full potential as a participating member

of society.- Possible approaches to the problems of pro-

viding adequate and meaningful educationiparticularly

in the South Texas. area, cannot exclude a rather heavy-

emphasis upon the bicultural or bilingual approach and

must take into account-the large number of Mexican-Ameri-.

can students swelling the over all number deprived chil-

dren which need-educaticaal as well as economic assist-.

ence.

Among other things, training programs should be

initiated specifically to train bilingual-bicultura,.

teachers who will be working, with Mexican-American chil-

dren in the-schools, for many of these children are

caught in the value conflict betwe-.n the two cultures

unable to make functional acculturation. Though some

of these y ingsters will learn to compromise and adapt

their lives in the conflicting value system, others At-
.

tempting to conform or being forced to make a cultural

transition, have segere anxiety about individual iden-

ity and community affiliation and may never be able to

function adequately 171 the communities without-educa-

tional programs designed -to help them adjust.
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The ameliorating effect of formal education pro-

grams in poverty areas is unquestionable. Educational prb-

grams should provide broad, updated, meaningful in- service

training programs for teachers. Facult., workshops can be

stimulating and effective for regular, permanent faculty

members and for student teachers if each is allowed to make

suggestions, offer help, discuss problems and make Innova-
111-

tions,for the upgrading and general improvement of the edu-

cational program of-Which they are a part.

A workshop on the availability and use of audio-

visual materials and for the operation of audio - visual e-

quipment should be conducted at the beginning of the schoo2

year.

1

Teachers, as praCticing professionals, should keep
...,

up with new developments in the field; they should be aware

of new methodology and materials.

Awareness of the implications and the influent:
,

:

;teachers have as educators in direct contact with students

is important and teachers should make an effort to make the

relationships inside and outside of the classrooms meaning-
/

I

ful to their students.
i,

Even for those who are not self-motivated, educa-

tional programs should provide stimulation and motivating

. factors which will increase their opportunity to achieve

maximum educational experiences and benefits.
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Intelligence, performance and ability tests all tend to

be restrictive in nature because they can-not be admin-

istered without some kind of cultural bias related to

them, f in their make-up or in their interpretat'on;

evaluation must be of primary importance.

The influence of educational programs -will be

vitally,reflected in the participation, achievement

and rewards individuals are able to.achieve in the

society in which they must live. While Mexican-Ameri-

cans unquestionably have a rich traditional and histori-

cal background, it is not functional in their partici-

pation in the present dominant culture of a technolog-

ical age such as exists in the United States.

Although the choi4e must ultimately belong. to

the individual, he must have the opportunicy to see the

alternatives that are possible. Therefore, to be most

effective,.educational. programs must be able to help

students to valuate and assess goals for themselves.

The influence of educational programs can be increat-
.

ingly extensive and effective in the area of self-evalu-

ation and orientation, perhaps even more so than in more

traditional and direct areas of study. is as neces-

sary for educators and teachers to realize that there



isas much opportunity and necessity for curriculum and
.

,
inEtructional improvement as for innovating and rede

signing educational programs which would be effective

vias tools for developing students toward self-actual-

ization and selfrealization.

.0.

.,
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